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i“A Kansas City Shu✏e is when everybody looks right, you go left.”
...
“Sorry about that, son.
But sometimes there’s more to life than just livin’.
Besides, you can’t have a Kansas City Shu✏e without a body.
Mr. Goodkat
“Kore wa anata no Maneki Neko dewa arimasen.
Kore wa watashi no Kuro Neko desu.
from ”Deliri in ca↵etteria”
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Introduction
Between 1960 and 1970, a new theory, the so-called Standard Model (SM), was
born in order to explain the interactions between the elementary particles. It has
become well supported by many experimental observations like the discovery of the
weak neutral currents in 1974 at CERN with the Gargamelle bubble chamber, the
discovery of the W and Z bosons in 1983 at CERN with the Spp¯S collider, the
discovery of the top quark in 1995 at the Tevatron (pp¯) collider, and since 2012 the
observation of a new particle that could correspond to the Higgs boson, the particle
that according to the SM theory is responsible of the mass of all other SM particles.
The discovery of the Higgs boson was one of the main goals pursued at the LHC
(Large Hadron Collider) and now the focus has been moved to the study of the
properties of this new particle.
The fact that the SM theory is only a limit of a more general still unknown
theory, valid at the energy accessible until now, is a common belief. The SM theory,
in fact, is not able to provide an answer to relevant results from astrophysics and
cosmological observations, as the lack of the presence of a particle candidate able
to explain the dark matter. For these reasons several theories alternative to the SM
were proposed which are subject to many studies at the LHC.
After two decades of development and construction, the LHC started its opera-
tion at the end of 2009. It is the most powerful proton-proton collider ever built and
is designed to reach a luminosity of 1034 cm 2s 1. During the 2011 data taking the
LHC reached 5 · 1033 cm 2s 1 with an energy of 7 TeV in the center of mass. The
four main experiments associated to this collider are ALICE, ATLAS, LHCb, and
CMS. This work exploits the data collected by the CMS experiment, for which the
2011 integrated luminosity was extremely high, being able to collect about 5 fb 1 of
data.
In this thesis di↵erential cross sections measurements of Z boson and jets asso-
ciated production (Z + jets) will be presented; they are obtained by analysing a
large part of the 2011 dataset that corresponds to a total integrated luminosity of
4.89 fb 1.
This type of processes are central in the physics program of LHC. The study of
jets produced with Z provides a stringent and important test of perturbative QCD.
In addition, a precise measurement of the Z + jets cross sections is crucial since
these processes are a significant background in searches for new physics.
1
2 CONTENTS
This work is organized as follows. First an introduction to the SM theory, to the
Z + jets physics and to the Monte Carlo generators is given. In the second chapter a
summary of the main features of the CMS detector is presented. The description of
how the reconstruction and the identification of the particles is done in CMS, with a
particular attention to the electron and jets, is reported in the third chapter. In the
fourth one, the performance of the electron reconstruction algorithms used in CMS
are discussed. In the last chapter the measurement of the di↵erential cross sections
for the Z + jets associated production and the obtained results are described.
Chapter 1
Associated production of a Z
boson and jets in the Standard
Model
The understanding of the particles of all the matter surrounding us and their be-
haviour is based on two fundamental concepts, elementary components and symme-
try conservation.
The former is introduced in order to simplify the description of the matter.
With the combination of few elementary constituents following precise properties,
it is possible to explain a large variety of composite objects and to describe their
behaviour. The first attempt was done studying the multitude of particles discovered
between the 40’s and 50’s and deriving hadrons from 3 basic quarks, up, down and
strange.
The laws that establish the interactions between the constituents are derived
from symmetry considerations coming from the latter concept. The particles are
described by parameters that represent the sensitivity to the di↵erent interactions.
They must be constant in order to identify univocally the particles. Thanks to the
Noether’s theorem, this indicates the association to a symmetry.
Considering these two elements together, it is possible to obtain a theory that
provides a successful description of the experimental observation. A gauge theory is
a physics theory based on the idea that the Lagrangian has to be globally and locally
invariant if we apply a given transformation (symmetry). It means that the system
has to be invariant for a given transformation even if the transformation is applied to
a specific region of the spacetime. The Standard Model (SM) [1, 2, 3, 4] is a quantum
field theory describing the elementary particles and is based on a SU(3)C⌦SU(2)L⌦
U(1)Y local gauge symmetry that introduces the fundamental interactions, where
SU(n) is the group of the unitary matrix n⇥n, with determinant=1, and U(1) is
a transformation of a complex phase. However, it does not provide a complete
prediction of all the observable forces, in fact the gravity explanation is absent, and
some contradictions have been observed.
In the following a brief overview of the SM is presented. The main properties
3
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of the electroweak and strong interaction are described, then the main topic of this
work, the associated production of Z boson and jets, is introduced. The last section
describes the principal features of a Monte Carlo generator.
1.1 Elementary particles
The ordinary matter is composed by fermions classified in three generations, or-
dered according to their increasing masses, and divided in two categories, six spin-12
particles called leptons and six spin-12 particles called quarks, with their respective
anti-particles. The anti-particles have the same mass than the particles but an
opposite electric charge with respect to the corresponding particles. They are the
constituents of the anti-matter. According to the current knowledge of the Universe
composition, its visible part is built essentially of ordinary matter, and up to now
the reason of the asymmetry between matter and anti-matter is still unclear.
Leptons are observed in free states while quarks exist only in bound states called
hadrons, divided in two categories: mesons, composed of a quark and an anti-quark,
and baryons composed of three quarks.
The SM of the electro-weak interactions unifies in a single model both electro-
magnetic phenomena, described by Quantum Electro Dynamics (QED) and the weak
interactions, going beyond the Fermi theory. Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD)
is the standard accepted theory to explain strong interactions phenomenology. The
combination of these two is commonly referred to as the SM of elementary inter-
actions. All the known elementary particles interact with each other through these
three interactions, mediated by spin-1 particles called bosons. The three forces of
the SM and the respective force carriers are summarised:
• strong interaction: only between quarks and gluons, mediated by eight mass-
less gluons g.
• weak interaction: between leptons and/or W±, Z0 bosons as well as quarks,
mediated by W+, W  and Z0 massive bosons.
• electromagnetic interaction: between all electrically charged particles, medi-
ated by a massless photon  .
The gravity force is the only interaction not described by the SM; it is negligible
for typical distances and masses involved in the ordinary space-time particle physics.
In Fig. 1.1 a summary of the fundamental particles, with their properties and clas-
sification, is reported.
The first three left columns of the table in Fig. 1.1 contain the fermions com-
posing the matter; in the last column the bosons, mediators of the interactions, are
indicated. All the considered elementary particles have been observed and there is
no experimental evidence for the existence of a fourth generation of particles [5, 6].
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of the Standard Model elementary particles.
1.2 The electroweak interaction
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)
The electromagnetic force [7] is associated to the conservation of the electric charge,
hence to the U(1) symmetry and the propagation of the photon. In order to leave
the Lagrangian invariant under the action of the transformation
 (x)! ei⇤(x) (x), (1.1)
a field A↵(x) is introduced which is modified by the gauge transformation A↵(x)!
A↵(x) +
1
e@↵⇤. The derivative must change to the covariant derivative @↵ ! D↵ =
@↵  ieA↵, in order to let the term  ¯(i ↵D↵ m) be invariant under the transfor-
mation 1.1, because the derivatives do not transform linearly under a transformation
depending on a specific point of the spacetime xµ.
The term corresponding to the propagation of the gauge field is also introduced,
 1
4
F↵ F
↵ , with (1.2)
F ↵  =
i
e
[D↵,D ] = @↵A    @ A↵ (1.3)
where F ↵  is the gauge field tensor.
The resulting Lagrangian is invariant under local gauge transformation:
LQED =  ¯(i 
↵D↵  m)   1
4
F↵ F
↵ , (1.4)
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where the A↵ represents the gauge boson, the photon, and the kinematic term its
propagation.
The weak interaction
The first indications of the existence of the weak interaction were represented by
the   decays, where the electrons are coupled with neutrinos through charged gauge
bosons. Since this force was observed to act only on the left helicity particles, the
helicity was chosen as the associated conserved parameter.
The simplest symmetry able to represent charged gauge boson is the SU(2), a
unitary non-abelian group composed by o↵-diagonal generators, ⌧a, known as Pauli
matrices:
⌧1 =
✓
0 1
1 0
◆
, ⌧2 =
✓
0  i
i 0
◆
, ⌧3 =
✓
1 0
0  1
◆
, (1.5)
where ⌧1 and ⌧2 correspond to the contributions of the charged bosons W±; ⌧3
indicates the presence of an additional neutral boson.
The fermion field can be decomposed in its left- and righ-handed components
 =  L +  R, (1.6)
where right-handed components are represented as singlets, while left-handed as
doublets:
LL =
1
2
(1   5)
⇣⌫l
l
⌘
=
⇣⌫l
l
⌘
L
, LR =
1
2
(1 +  5)(l). (1.7)
Equation 1.7 shows the general representation of leptons, where LL,R are the
left/right handed component of the lepton spinor L and 12(1± 5) are the projectors
on the chirality states, with  5 = i 0 1 2 3 and  µ with µ=0,1,2,3 are the four
Dirac matrices. Due to the parity transformation properties of the weak interaction
[8, 9], only states with definite chirality can be involved in the interaction.
It can be demonstrated that for massless particles the definitions of chirality
and helicity coincide, this is why only left-handed neutrinos can intervene [10]. In
fact, even if the neutrino mass is not exactly null it is usually much smaller than its
momentum, so the equivalence between helicity and chirality can be considered as
valid with excellent approximation.
The quarks can be described with an equivalent representation, as shown in:
QL =
1
2
(1   5)
⇣u
d
⌘
=
⇣u
d
⌘
L
uR =
1
2
(1 +  5)(u), dR =
1
2
(1 +  5)(d)
(1.8)
From now on, we will refer to leptons, but similar considerations can be done for
the quark sector.
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This description of the weak interaction was not satisfactory. While the con-
tributions of the charged bosons W± can be related to the charged currents J±µ =
L¯L µ⌧±LL with ⌧± = 12(⌧1±⌧2), the third generator is not associated to any physical
boson. It gives origin to the current J3µ = L¯L µ⌧3LL, which can not be identified
as the weak neutral current, because it should involve both left-handed and right-
handed components. The electromagnetic current satisfies this request, but does
not couple with the chargeless neutrino.
In order to resolve the problem, a new symmetry was introduced, U(1)Y , known
as the hypercharged symmetry and corresponding to the current JYµ =  ¯ µY  ,
where the hypercharge is Y = 2(Q  ⌧3) and Q is the electric charge.
In this context the electromagnetic current can be expressed as a combination,
correlating the SU(2)L and U(1)Y operators, Jemµ = J
3
µ +
1
2J
Y
µ , resulting from the
symmetry SU(2)L⌦U(1)Y [1, 2, 3] and representing the unification of the weak and
the electromagnetic interactions.
The electroweak unification
The two interactions are expressed by the following Lagrangian, globally invariant
under SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y gauge symmetry:
LleptonEW = i
3X
k=1
⇣
L¯kL 
µ@µL
k
L + L¯
k
R 
µ@µL
k
R
⌘
. (1.9)
As for the electromagnetic case, two gauge fields are introduced. The Bµ field
derives from the U(1)Y symmetry and behaves as shown before. The SU(2)L sym-
metry acts as LL ! ei
 !⌧
2
 !
⇤LL and corresponds to
 !
A µ a vector field that transforms
as
 !
A µ !  !A µ + 1g@µ
 !
⇤ +
 !
A µ ⇥ !⇤ .
As in the previous case, in order to switch from global to local gauge invariance
we need to move to the covariant derivatives, Dµ, instead of the ordinary derivatives
used in Eq. 1.9. Covariant derivatives are built to transform linearly under SU(2)L⌦
U(1)Y symmetry and have the following form:
@µ ! Dµ = @µ   ig
 !⌧
2
· !A µ   1
2
ig0Y Bµ (1.10)
where g and g
0
are the coupling constants for the gauge fields; Y is the weak
hypercharge and  !⌧ are the Pauli matrices.
The field tensors associated to the two U(1)Y and SU(2)L symmetry are
Fµ⌫ = @µB⌫   @⌫Bµ (1.11)
 !
E µ⌫ = @µ
 !
A ⌫   @⌫ !A µ + g( !A µ ⇥ !A ⌫), (1.12)
and are used to define the kinetic term of the Lagrangian, having the following
expression:
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LleptonEW = L¯i 
µDµL  1
4
 !
E µ⌫ · !E µ⌫   1
4
Fµ⌫F
µ⌫ . (1.13)
When these variable substitutions are applied
W±µ =
1p
2
(Aµ1 ⌥ iAµ2),
Zµ = cos ✓WAµ3   sin ✓WBµ,
Aµ = sin ✓WAµ3 + cos ✓WBµ,
(1.14)
where tan ✓W =
g0
g and ✓W is the Weinberg angle, we obtain the two interaction
terms
LccEW =
gp
2
 
L¯L 
µ⌧+LLW
+
µ + L¯L 
µ⌧ LLW µ
 
, (1.15)
LncEW =  i
 
g sin ✓WJ
3
µ + g
0 cos ✓W
JYµ
2
!
Aµ
  i
 
g cos ✓WJ
3
µ   g0 sin ✓W
JYµ
2
!
Zµ.
(1.16)
The Lagrangian in Eq. 1.15 describes the coupling between the charged leptons
and the charged bosons and is called weak charged current interaction, while the one
in Eq. 1.16, that involves vertices with zero net charge, is the weak neutral current
interaction. The first term represents the contribution due to the electromagnetic
force, the second the sole weak neutral part.
Using this description, the gauge fields of the SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y symmetry repre-
sent the three gauge weak bosons W+, W  and Z0 and the   for the electromagnetic
interaction. The obtained Lagrangian describes two forces, the weak and electro-
magnetic forces, which are actually two manifestations of the same fundamental
interaction, the electroweak interaction. However, this Lagrangian does not contain
mass terms neither for the fermions nor for the massive gauge bosons, in obvious
contrast with the experimental observation. Hence artificially mass terms should be
included in the Lagrangian, which in principle could break the SU(2)L⌦U(1)Y gauge
symmetry. This problem can be solved adding one more field, the Higgs field [11].
1.3 Higgs field and electroweak interaction medi-
ators
The Higgs field is a complex scalar doublet and the Lagrangian, in its global gauge
invariant form, is written as:
LHiggs = (@µ 
†)(@µ )  µ2 †    ( † )2, (1.17)
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where   is a spin 12 spinor, µ is a complex parameter and   is a real positive
parameter. As for the electromagnetic and weak fields, the Lagrangian in this form
is not invariant under SU(2)L⌦U(1)Y local transformation, only the scalar potential
has this property. The normal derivatives must be replaced with the covariant ones
introduced before, obtaining:
LHiggs = (Dµ )
†(Dµ )  µ2 †    ( † )2   1
4
 !
E µ⌫ · !E µ⌫   1
4
Fµ⌫F
µ⌫ , (1.18)
Minimizing the potential, the fundamental state is simply   = 0 when µ2 > 0,
while if µ2 < 0 the minimal condition can be written as µ2+2  †  = 0, correspond-
ing to infinite di↵erent solutions. Choosing a particular ground state, the symmetry
is broken:
 0 =
✓
0
⌘
◆
, with ⌘ =
r
 µ
2
2 
. (1.19)
Expanding the Lagrangian around the ground state (with  (x) = ⌘+ h(x)/
p
2),
the Higgs Lagrangian becomes:
LHiggs =
1
2
@µh@
µh+ µ2h2
  1
4
Aµ⌫A
µ⌫
  1
4
(W+†µ⌫ W
µ⌫+ +W †µ⌫ W
µ⌫ ) +
g2⌘2
4
(W+†µ W
µ+ +W †µ W
µ )
  1
4
Zµ⌫Z
µ⌫ +
g2⌘2
4 cos2 ✓W
ZµZ
µ
+ interaction  terms
(1.20)
where Aµ⌫ = @µA⌫   @⌫Aµ, Zµ⌫ = @µZ⌫   @⌫Zµ. The first line of Eq. 1.20
represents the Higgs boson scalar field, with mass
p 2µ2; the second line represents
a massless field identified with the electromagnetic field; the third line represents
W± with a mass of g⌘p
2
; the fourth line represents the Z field with a mass of MWcos ✓W
with ⌘ = 1p
2
p
2GF
= 174 GeV.
The Higgs field solves also the problem of the fermion mass term, by the intro-
duction of Yukawa couplings, invariant for the SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y symmetry:
LY =   l(L¯R †LL + L¯L LR), (1.21)
where  l is the lepton coupling constant. Exploiting the Eq. 1.19 and substituting
the chosen ground state value for the Higgs field, the Yukawa coupling provides two
terms:
LY =   l⌘(l¯LlR + l¯RlL)   lp
2
(l¯LlR + l¯RlL)h, (1.22)
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where the lL and lR are the left- and right-handed component of the charged
leptons and ml =   l⌘.
The quark sector is slightly more complicated: since both the generation con-
stituents have the right-handed components, uR and dR, a conjugate to the Higgs
field is necessary, where  c = i⌧2 ⇤. The resulting Yukawa couplings are:
  u(u¯R †cQ+ Q¯ cuR)   d(d¯R †Q+ Q¯ dR) (1.23)
Each right-handed singlet can be characterized by its mass eigenstate. Since
a state can not be defined as “up” for a component and “down” for the other, a
new object must be introduced to identify the mass eigenstate for the left-handed
doublets: the quark flavour mixing matrix, or CKM matrix (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa). If the “up” component is defined by the following expression⇣u
d
⌘
L
,
⇣c
s
⌘
L
,
✓
t
b
◆
L
, (1.24)
the “down”mass eigenstates are defined as d
0
L, s
0
L, b
0
L where the CKM matrix V
is obtained as: 0@d0s0
b
0
1A
L
= V
0@ds
b
1A
L
(1.25)
The matrix is measured experimentally and it is non diagonal, confirming the
di↵erence between the weak and the mass eigenstates.
1.4 The strong interaction
The quark model proposed by Gell-Mann [12] in the 1964 was not accepted peace-
fully, but was hampered because no experimental evidence of the existence of single
quarks was available and some predicted particles, as the  ++, would been formed
by three u quarks apparently identical to each other, violating the Pauli’s exclusion
principle.
The idea of the “colour” quantum number was introduced by Han and Nambu [4]
in the 1965. Quarks can exist in three di↵erent color states, conventionally called
green, red, and blue, and only colourless quark bound states can exist. In this way
it is possible to explain the non-observation of free quarks and the existence of the
 ++, that does not violate the Pauli’s exclusion principle since the three quarks are
not identical but di↵er from each other by their color charge.
The description of the strong interaction in terms of a gauge theory, the Quantum
Chromo Dynamics (QCD), was obtained only in the 1973 by Fritzsch [13], Gross and
Wilczec [14] and Weinberg [15]. It can be included in the Lagrangian, extending the
local gauge symmetry SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y with the orthogonal SU(3)C one, obtaining
the SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y symmetry.
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The strong interaction Lagrangian is written as:
LQCD = Linv + Lgauge fix + Lghost (1.26)
where the terms Lgauge fix and Lghost are needed for technical reasons due to the used
strategy to normalize the QCD Lagrangian [16].
The Linv term, invariant under local SU(3)c transformations, is expressed as:
Linv =
X
f
 ¯f (i µD
µ  mf ) f   1
4
Fµ⌫F
µ⌫ (1.27)
where f runs over the six quark fields (flavours), Dµ is the covariant derivative
Dµ = @µ + igsAµaTa (1.28)
and Fµ⌫ is the field tensor
Fµ⌫ = @µA⌫a   @⌫Aµa   gsCabcAµbA⌫c (1.29)
where Aµa are the fields of the eight coloured gluons, Ta are the eight generators
of SU(3), Cabc are the structure constants that define the commutation rules of the
SU(3) generators, and ↵s = gs/4⇡ is the strong coupling constant.
Describing a collision between hadrons, their composite nature needs to be taken
into account. Computing calculations, it is important to consider that the objects
that undergo the strong interaction are not directly the hadrons themselves but their
constituents: valence quarks, Dirac sea quarks and gluons. In a 2! N process only
two of them interact and in order to describe the event, the process needs to be
factorized in two components. The hard interaction between the single partons can
be calculated exploiting the perturbative theory, while the partons dynamics inside
the hadron does not depend on the process but on the sole momentum fraction
carried by the partons (the Bjorken factor x [17]).
Taking into account a proton-proton collision, the cross section can be expressed
as:
d pp!N(Q2, µ2F ) =
Z 1
0
dx1
Z 1
0
dx2f1(x1, µ
2
F )f2(x2, µ
2
F )d ˆ12!N(Q
2, µ2F ), (1.30)
where Q2 is the scale of the interaction; µ2F indicates the scale at which the
separation between hard and soft processes takes place; x1 and x2 are the momentum
fractions of the proton momentum carried by the colliding partons; f1 and f2 are
the parton density functions (PDFs) representing the probability that the parton
carries a momentum fraction x1 and x2; the  ˆ is the parton level cross section.
An important aspect of the theory is that, measuring the PDFs f(x, µ) at a fix
scale value Q = µ, it is possible to calculate their value f(x, µ0) at any other scale
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µ0, (they must be large enough such that both ↵s(µ) and ↵s(µ0) are small). The
evolution of the parton density function is described by the DGLAP equation [18]:
µ2
d
dµ2
fi(x, µ, µ
2
F ) =
Z 1
x
d⇠
⇠
Pij
✓
x
⇠
,↵s(µ
2
F )
◆
fj(⇠, µ, µ
2
F ) (1.31)
where Pij is a matrix with i, j = q, g, its elements are known as splitting functions
and represent the probability that the parton i with energy scale µ evolves to the
energy scale µ0, with a fraction ⇠ of its momentum due to the emission of a parton j
with a fraction 1 ⇠ of the initial parton i momentum. The expression in Eq. 1.31 is
an integral-di↵erential equation requiring boundary conditions to be solved. These
can be obtained measuring the fi(x,Q) at a fix scale Q = µ.
1.5 Radiative corrections
A fundamental characteristic of a theory is the capability to make predictions in
order to check them with the experimental results. To fulfil this requirement and
to obtain cross sections, the calculation problem deriving from ultraviolet divergent
loop integrals, present both for the electroweak and strong interaction, needs to be
considered. The problematic integrals are expressed as
 (p) =
Z
d4k
(2⇡)4
1
(k2  M2(p))2 (1.32)
where M(p) depends on the incoming momentum p. The integral tends to the
term
R
d4k/k4, producing the logarithmic divergence to cure, and, in order to reduce
it to a finite one, a parameter µ is introduced. The Eq. 1.32 becomes
 ren(p, µ) =
i
(4⇡)2
ln
✓
M2(p)
µ2
◆
(1.33)
To obtain reliable results, it is necessary to verify the independence of the pre-
diction from the cut-o↵ µ. The variable that we want to predict O(p), where p is a
set of momenta, is defined as a series with coe cients ck(p, µ) and a coupling g(µ).
Measuring this observable at a given value of momentum, the g(µ) can be extracted
and O(p) can be predicted at every other values of p.
Considering the QCD theory and applying this procedure to a cross section, that
depends on the transferred momentum and the strong coupling ↵s, it is possible to
show [19] that the observable can be expressed as a function of ↵s(Q2), hence depends
only on the running value of the coupling.
One of the most crucial di↵erences of the QCD with respect to the QED is
the type of correlation between the coupling and the transverse momentum. It is
well known that the strength of their interaction quickly decreases, if we increase
the distance between two electric charges. It is in fact inversely proportional to
the square of the distance between the two electric charges. Taking into account
the more general case of the electroweak interaction, its coupling constant tends to
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the running of ↵s in a theoretical calculation (shaded
band) and in physical processes at di↵erent characteristic scales, from [20].
increase with greater energy, remaining su ciently small at usual energies to apply
the perturbative theory in order to compute predictive calculations.
On the contrary, the strong interaction exponentially increases with the distance
between the color charges, therefore it decreases with higher scales. This e↵ect
is called asymptotic freedom. At the same time its value grows for low energies,
explaining the experimental observation of sole bound quark states, the so-called
confinement. The running of ↵s is shown in Fig. 1.2. From an energetic point of
view the parton will arrive at a distance where it will be more convenient to create
new pairs of quark and anti-quark than to allow the original quarks to continue to
move away. This process is known as hadronization and it is still one of the less
understood processes of particle physics that is not analytically described.
For this reason in QCD only hard processes can be described by the perturba-
tive method and their cross sections can be expressed as   = c1↵s + c2↵2s + O(↵
3
s).
As explained above, an observable defined as a series does not depend on the cut-
o↵ parameter µ, but this is not true in case of a truncated series. Indeed, QCD
cross sections are calculated at di↵erent orders of the series, as leading order (LO),
next-to-leading order (NLO) or next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO). The latter
two cases are the most useful in the context of precision measurements, having the
lowest dependence.
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Figure 1.3: Measurement of the inclusive production cross sections of Z + (n)jets
for n = 1   4. Comparison is made to LO/NLO pQCD predictions from Black-
hat+Sherpa and also presented as a ratio of data/theory in comparison with
Alpgen+Pythia predictions and LO/NLO pQCD predictions from MCFM for a
variety of choices of scale and parton density functions.
1.6 Z + jets associated production
The analysis carried out in this thesis is focused on the characterization of the
associated production of a Z boson and jets (Z+jets) in proton-proton collisions at
LHC with the CMS detector. This study provides an important Standard Model
(SM) test, a detector commissioning ground through physics, and last but not least
a powerful probe for new phenomena.
In the context of the SM, the study of jets produced in association with Z allows
for tests of perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations. The leading order (LO) and
next-to-leading order (NLO) predictions are in good agreement with data, but the
latter, available for n up to 4 in the Z +n jets final state, are only known with a
precision varying from 10% up to 30% [21, 22], due to uncertainties on the parton
distribution functions and on the perturbative nature of the calculations.
Z+jets studies were already presented at 1.96 TeV at Tevatron [23, 24, 25] and
at 7 TeV with low statistics by ATLAS [26] and CMS [27]. As an example some
results of the CDF collaboration are shown in Fig. 1.3.
The Z+jets production is an important background in searches on supersymme-
try, in Higgs and Dark Matter signatures, and for studies of the top quark. Many
extensions of the SM predict new particles with electroweak couplings that decay
into SM gauge bosons accompanied by jets. In the case of Higgs physics, two pro-
cesses can be taken as example. The first one involves the Higgs decay in two b
quarks, that is an interesting channel due to its high branching ratio. In order to
reduce significantly the QCD background, the production in association with a vec-
tor boson is also required, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio by a factor 103. The
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production of the Z boson with light jets or heavy flavour ones represents one of the
main backgrounds of this process, which is subtracted exploiting scale factors esti-
mated by means of data-driven techniques, and distribution shapes taken directly
from the Monte Carlo predictions.
Another interesting process is the Higgs decay in two Z bosons, considering their
semileptonic decay that mimics the Z with 2 jets final state. With respect to the
fully hadronic or leptonic decay, this represents the process with the highest cross
section but also with the lowest signal-to-noise ratio. In order to improve this factor
the requirement of b flavour jets can be also introduced, but this additional selection
decreases the signal yield.
Considering supersymmetric phenomena, the gluino cascade can be mentioned.
It consists in the production by means of the strong interaction of the supersym-
metric partner of the gluon, the so-called gluino, that decays producing other new
particles (even potential Dark Matter candidates). The detailed phenomenology of
the process depends on the properties of the supersymmetric particles involved, but
the final state is characterised by the presence of the Z boson decay products, jets
and missing energy.
In all the examples described, the estimation of the background is an impor-
tant and delicate operation due to the low expected signal yield. Hence the precise
knowledge of the Z + jets physics represents a fundamental achievement in order to
reduce the uncertainties on the processes mentioned above.
The main quantity exploited to characterize a process is the cross section, which,
in the case of the associated production of a Z boson and jets, can be calculated
in two steps: the Z boson creation and annihilation in a pair of lepton-antilepton
described by the Drell-Yan process and the associated production of jets explained
through the strong interaction.
1.6.1 Drell-Yan process
Considering a proton-proton collision, a pair of lepton-antilepton (l+l ) with large
invariant mass,M2 = (pl++pl )2   1 GeV2, can be created through the annihilation
of a quark-antiquark pair, as described by the Drell-Yan process (see Fig. 1.4):
pp! qq¯ ! l+l  +X (1.34)
where X represents a generic hadronic final state consistent with energy and
momentum conservation.
In order to obtain the inclusive cross section  pp!l+l +X , all the possible subpro-
cess cross sections  ˆqq¯!l+l +X have to be considered. Exploiting the general expres-
sion shown in Eq. 1.30 and summing over all the quark-antiquark combinations in
the protons, it is possible to obtain the following  DY :
 DY =
X
q
Z
dx1dx2fq(x1)fq¯(x2) ˆqq¯!l+l  (1.35)
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Figure 1.4: Leading order diagram of the Drell-Yan process pp! qq¯ ! l+l  +X.
where the fq(x1) and fq¯(x2) are the parton distribution functions, extracted from
deep inelastic electron scattering experiments. The equation is formally valid in the
limit where quarks are asymptotically free at zeroth order in ↵s. The lowest-order
total cross section for quark-antiquark annihilation into a lepton pair via a o↵ mass-
shell photon  ⇤ is given by:
 ˆq(p1)q¯(p2)!l+l  =
4⇡↵2
2sˆ
1
NC
Q2q (1.36)
where sˆ = (p1 + p2)2 = x1x2s, p1 and p2 are the parton four-momentum, NC is
the number of colours, Q2q is the quark fractional charge and ↵ is the electromagnetic
coupling constant.
Since the incoming quark and antiquark can have a spectrum of collision energiesp
sˆ rather than a fix value, it is more appropriate to consider the di↵erential lepton
pair mass distribution. The di↵erential cross section for producing a lepton pair of
invariant mass M is written as:
d ˆ
dM2
=
4⇡↵2
3M2NC
Q2q (sˆ M2) (1.37)
Substituting the Eq. 1.37 into the Eq. 1.35, it is possible to obtain the parton
model di↵erential cross section for the Drell-Yan process at the leading order:
d DY
dM2
=
Z 1
0
dx1dx2
X
q
fq(x1)fq¯(x2) + (q $ q¯)⇥ d ˆ
dM2
(qq¯ ! l+l )
=
4⇡↵2
3M2NC
Z 1
0
dx1dx2 (x1x2s M2)⇥
"X
q
Q2qfq(x1)fq¯(x2) + (q $ q¯)
#
(1.38)
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Figure 1.5: The leading- and next-to-leading-order diagrams for the Drell-Yan pro-
cess.
In order to improve the precision of this LO expression, perturbative QCD cor-
rections have to be considered. The diagrams which contribute at O(↵s) are shown
in Fig. 1.5 and three di↵erent kind of contributions are identifiable: a) virtual gluon
corrections to the LO contribution; b) real gluon corrections; c) quark-gluon scat-
tering process together with the corresponding q¯g contribution. It is worth to note
that virtual corrections do not modify the final state, while real corrections appear
in the form of additional jets in the final state.
As a consequence of these corrections, the PDFs acquire a logaritmic mass de-
pendence, modifying the Eq. 1.35 as in the following:
 DY = K
X
q
Z
dx1dx2fq(x1,M
2)fq¯(x2,M
2) ˆqq¯!l+l  (1.39)
The mass-dependent PDFs are obtained from studies of inclusive inelastic elec-
tron scattering and K represents a constant factor. Currently, calculations at the
next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) are available [28].
All the calculations described up to now took into account an intermediate state
of  ⇤; to adapt them for the case of the Z boson production and its leptonic decay,
it is su cient to substitute the  ˆqq¯! ⇤!l+l  with the cross section for the process
 ˆqq¯!Z!l+l  :
 ˆqq¯!Z!l+l  =  ˆqq¯!Z · BR(Z ! l+l ) (1.40)
where  ˆqq¯!Z is the production cross section of the Z boson and BR(Z ! l+l )
is the branching ratio of its leptonic decay. Since the decay width of the Z boson
is small ( Z = 2.5 GeV) compared to its mass (MZ ' 91 GeV), the production of
e↵ectively stable particles can be considered[19]. The production cross section can
be approximated as if the Z boson was on shell:
 ˆqq¯!Z =
⇡
3
p
2GFM
2
Z(V
2
q + A
2
q) (sˆ M2Z) (1.41)
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where V 2q and A
2
q are associated with the vector and the axial coupling constants
of the neutral current interaction.
1.6.2 Multijet production
The total Z production cross section can be written as the sum of multijet cross
sections with increasing order in ↵s:
 Z =  Z+0jets +  Z+1jet +  Z+2jets + ... (1.42)
where each cross section can be expressed as:
 Z+0jets = a0 + ↵sa1 + ↵
2
sa2 + ...
 Z+1jet = ↵sb1 + ↵
2
sb2 + ...
 Z+2jets = ↵
2
sc2 + ...
...
(1.43)
The coe cients ai, bj, ck, ... in these expansions are in general functions of the
jet-definition parameters, for example the cone size used to cluster the partons into
jets, the transverse momentum, rapidity and separation cuts imposed on the jets or
the clusters. It is worth to note that the sum of the parameters at each order in
perturbative theory
a0 =  0
a1 + b1 =  1
a2 + b2 + c2 =  2
(1.44)
is independent from the jet parameters and represents the perturbative expansion
in power of ↵s of the total cross section.
The greatest contribution to the Z + jets cross section is given by the first
coe cients of the exclusive multijet cross sections, ai, bj, ck, ... . They can be
obtained from the Feynman diagrams of the partonic processes xy ! Z + j1...jn,
where x, y, ji are quarks and gluons. The explicit calculations of these coe cients
were carried out by Berends and Giele up to a multiplicity of 4 jets [29]. They also
investigated the ratio between the cross section with n jets and the n  1 jets one:
fn(Z) =
 Z+njets
 Z+(n 1)jets
(1.45)
founding that this expression should be constant. It is possible to parametrized
fn(Z) as
fn(Z) = ↵ +  njets. (1.46)
This function has been tested in di↵erent experiments, as an example the first
results of the CMS Collaboration [27] are shown in Fig. 1.6.
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Figure 1.6: Fit results for the Berends-Giele scaling parameters ↵ and   after pileup
subtraction, e ciency corrections, and unfolding of detector resolution e↵ects. The
data are compared with the expectations from the MadGraph simulation with the
Z2 tune. The ellipses correspond to 68% confidence level contours considering the
statistical uncertainty only, for both data and simulation. The arrows show the
displacement of the central value when varying each indicated parameter by its es-
timated uncertainty. The arrows labelled “MG+D6T migration matrix” correspond
to the displacement when MadGraph simulation with the D6T tune is used for the
unfolding.
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1.7 Monte Carlo generators
In order to obtain a detailed description of the final state and due to the impossi-
bility to perform the calculations analytically because of the hadronization, Monte
Carlo event generators are exploited to simulate the processes. They are computer
programs that subdivide the generation of the whole event in smaller and simpler
steps that can be computed separately.
Several types of event generators are implemented and they distinguish from
each other, for instance, because of the number of elements in the final state, the
provided precision or the considered models. Usually, high precision calculations
considering several orders in perturbation theory are available for a limited number
of processes and in this way general predictions are hard to derive. However lower
order calculations, usable on a high number of di↵erent processes, manage to describe
with reasonable precision inclusive quantities.
The generator must be chosen carefully depending on the type of study carried
out. MadGraph [30] and PYTHIA [31] are general purpose tree-level generators (LO
in perturbative theory). The former is able to make precise calculations of the
Matrix Elements (ME) for a number of processes, considering 2 ! N interactions.
The latter completes the description of the event matching the ME outcome with
approximated predictions of the radiation development exploiting the parton shower
(PS) method and modelling the phenomenon of the hadronization. The principal
steps of the generation procedure will be presented.
Generation phase
The complex process leading to the simulation of a hadron-hadron collision can be
schematized as a sequence of simpler calculation steps as represented in Fig. 1.7:
- The cross sections of the considered hard process is obtained using the matrix
element (it can be calculated at di↵erent perturbative orders) for a pair of
incoming partons (quarks and gluons) inside the two colliding hadrons with
given momenta.
- One parton out of each hadron is selected to enter the scattering process,
according to the parton density functions. Final state partons and leptons are
produced according to the calculated di↵erential cross sections. Resonances
produced in the hard event decay.
- The partons, that produce the hard event, can emit bremsstrahlung, the so-
called Initial State Radiation (ISR), simulated with the Initial State Parton
Showers. Also the final state partons can produce further radiation, known as
Final State Radiation (FSR), simulated by the Final State Parton Showers.
- Partons which do not participate in the hard interaction can give rise to in-
teractions with smaller transferred momentum, the Multiple Parton Interac-
tions (MPI). They are a constituent of the underlying component of the event
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Figure 3.1: A schematic representation of the generation of an event in a typical
event generator [52]. Partons from the two incoming hadrons participate in the
hard scattering and in softer multiple interactions. Hadron remnants are treated.
Quarks and gluons are turned into hadrons by hadronization and then hadrons
decay.
Figure 1.7: A schematic representation of the working chain of an event generator
for a hadron collision. Partons from the two incoming hadrons participate in the
hard scattering and in softer multiple interactions. Quarks and gluons hadronize
and then hadrons decay.
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and they also need to be corrected for ISR and FSR. Another constituent is
composed by the remaining partons of the interacting hadrons, called beam
remnants, that need to be simulated to balance the colour charge and for
momentum conservation.
- The calculations described above are performed in the perturbative regime, but
as the produced partons move apart from each other, the coupling constant
increases giving rise to the confinement e↵ect. When the coupling constant is
strong enough, quark-antiquark pairs are produced from the vacuum and the
partons hadronize. One of the most used model is the Lund string model [32]
implemented in PYTHIA.
- At the end, the generator deals with the decay of ⌧ leptons and all the other
unstable particles.
Now the matrix element and the parton shower calculations followed by their
matching procedure will be described in more detail.
Matrix Element calculations
As described before, one of the main ingredients for the description of an hadron
collision is the calculation of the parton cross section of the hard interaction. Several
di↵erent kinds of processes can be described by the existing general purpose event
generators, even if it is often useful to interface such generators with dedicated hard
process libraries when dealing with particular events.
Currently, the calculations produced exploiting the matrix element (ME) can be
done at di↵erent orders both at LO and NLO, varying the number of element in
the final state (2 ! 2 processes as in PYTHIA or 2 ! N processes as in MadGraph)
exploiting the Feynman rules. Due to the complexity of these calculations, only a
limited number of processes are described. Most of them are still computed only
with the tree-level approach, which still plays an important role in the simulation
of events produced at hadron colliders and can be performed up to several partons
in the final state.
When the calculations are limited to only the tree-level diagrams, the loop cor-
rections that would cancel the divergences due to soft and collinear emissions are not
taken into account. In order to avoid them, only a limited phase space is considered,
and the problematic regions are omitted. Since the resulting cross sections do not
contain contributions due to this kind of processes, they need to be recovered using
other techniques to be able to describe realistic events. This task is e↵ectively taken
care by parton showers calculations.
Parton Showers
As said before, in order to deal with complex events, as 2 ! N processes, the sole
tree-level matrix element is not enough to cover the whole phase space. Since the ME
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representing the parton evolution, up to the energy scale where the hadronization
starts, is not known, the missing radiation description must be added.
In order to describe completely the interaction, parton shower algorithms (PS) [33,
34] represent an optimal alternative to the complex calculations needed to include
the loop corrections corresponding to these divergences and to manage several suc-
cessive branchings.
In order to describe the radiation produced by the accelerated coloured par-
tons, their virtuality must be considered. Partons very far in time from the hard
scattering are obviously on the mass shell, but this condition changes, due to the
uncertainty principle when they become closer to the interaction. Approaching the
hard scattering they start to go o↵-shell and to be able to emit harder gluons. This
is the so-called Initial State Radiation. The virtuality of the emitting partons in
such conditions is space-like.
After the hard interaction, the produced partons scatter far from each other
allowing a lower virtuality therefore the emission of softer gluons gives rise to the
process known as Final State Radiation. The emitting parton virtuality in these
circumstances is time-like.
An important aspect of this approach is the resummation procedure. In pertur-
bative QCD calculations, terms with the form ↵nsL
k, with k  2n and L = ln qcut/s
where qcut is the cuto↵ for resolved emission, need to be treated. Even if ↵s is small
enough to use the perturbative theory, the value of qcut must be considered. It can
be such small that the logarithm terms can spoil the convergence of the series. The
resummation allows to handle these large logarithms exploiting an e↵ective non ana-
lytical method, using the Sudakov form factors [35], describing the radiation exactly
in the soft and collinear limit.
Matrix Element and Parton Showers matching
Analysing the di↵erent aspects of the two procedures described above, the optimal
solution can be represented by the combined use of ME and PS to exploit the
advantages of the two approaches in the phase space regions where each performs
better.
The ME calculations are exact to a given order in perturbation theory but they
need to be used only for well separated parton configurations, hence are not able
to reproduce the internal structure of a jet. On the other hand, the PS is an
approximation of the ME approach. It can handle soft and collinear divergences
and can be used in the phase space not suitable for the ME calculations.
A solution is represented by the description of final states with n well separated
partons with the corresponding n-partons tree-level matrix elements, adding the
large logarithms resummation that characterizes the parton shower. The most di -
cult aspect of the procedure is to avoid holes in the phase space and possible double
counting that can occur when a configuration with n partons emerging from the ME
is produced also by an (n  1)-partons ME plus an additional hard emission coming
from the PS.
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The most common matching approaches, in case of matrix elements at LO or-
der, are the so called MLM prescription [36] and the CKKW (Catani-Krauss-Kuhn-
Webber) prescription [37]. The first one is implemented in the MadGraph genera-
tor (interfaced with the PYTHIA parton showers), while the second one is used in
Sherpa [38].
Both matching prescriptions are based on the separation of the phase space
in two regions, through a kT measure cut-o↵. The first region is a “jet production”
region, which is mainly described by the matrix element cross sections  n,i, calculated
for each parton multiplicity n and for each di↵erent combination i of partons that
contributes to multiplicity n. The cuto↵ on the final state partons is applied to
avoid divergences. The second one is a “jet evolution” region, which is described by
the parton shower calculations.
In the CKKW prescription, the shower corrections are set to zero above the
scale, by vetoing any emissions above the cuto↵, causing the matched result to be
identical to the matrix element in that region, apart for higher-order corrections,
needed to obtain a smooth transition to the phase space described by the PS. Below
the matching scale, the pure shower is used to describe the evolution of the event.
The MLM prescription (the precise algorithm used in MadGraph and described
in the following is called kT -MLM), after the generation of the parton according
to the ME, showers them without any constraint using PS algorithm. The parton
collection that results from this step is clustered using a jet clustering, in particular
a kT algorithm; the resulting jets are matched to the ME partons if the jet measure
kT , dparton,jet written in Eq. 1.47, between the two objects is smaller than the cut-o↵.
dparton,jet = min(k
2
T,parton, k
2
T,jets)
 2parton,jet
R2
 2parton,jet = (yparton   yjet)2 + ( parton    jet)2,
(1.47)
Only those events in which all the jets match to the ME partons without any extra
unmatched jets are retained (for the maximum ME parton multiplicity additional
jets, softer than the matched ones, are allowed).
The MLM prescription is really convenient because it just requires a veto routine
to kill events not fulfilling the matching criteria. On the other hand the user has to
set up di↵erent parameters. The algorithm used for the matching has three parame-
ters, namely the minimum jet pT , the radius R, and the jet maximum pseudorapidity
⌘.
Chapter 2
The Compact Muon Solenoid
experiment at LHC
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [39] is the most powerful proton-proton collider
ever built. Its installation was completed in summer 2008 and the operation started
in September 2009. Since the end of March 2010 stable beams of protons collide at
7 TeV in the center of mass. The energy was increased to 8 TeV in 2012. Due to
the high energy and luminosity it can provide, LHC is able to investigate processes
produced with very small cross sections, down to the femtobarn.
It is possible to identify two main reasons that led to the choice of building
an hadron collider instead of an electron collider: first of all, the energy in the
center of mass achievable with a proton collider housed in the LEP tunnel is higher.
The energy of electron collisions is limited by the synchrotron energy emission, a
factor O(1013) greater than the proton synchrotron emission. Moreover, due to the
composite nature of protons, many low energy particles are generally produced,
but occasionally a hard parton-parton scattering occurs allowing to explore parton
collisions at a fraction of the proton-proton center of mass energy which can reach
several tens of per cent. This is an important feature for an experiment involved in
the discovery of unknown new physics.
In this chapter the CMS experiment is briefly described. Initially a introduc-
tion on the LHC accelerator is given, followed by the presentation of the di↵erent
detectors composing CMS. The main features of the trigger are also listed.
2.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC accelerator was built in the same tunnel that hosted the previous electron-
positron collider, LEP, and two proton beams are accelerated in a 27 km circumfer-
ence ring located on average 80 m deep, in part in Switzerland, in part in France.
In LHC the final acceleration is provided in several steps. The proton injec-
tion starts at the duo-plasmatron, which is the proton source. A linear acceler-
ator (LINAC) boosts the protons to energy of 750 KeV using Radio Frequency
Quadruples. Then in the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) the energy of protons
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Figure 2.1: The LHC accelerator complex.
is increased up to 1.4 GeV. After that the LHC bunch train starts in the Proton
Synchrotron (PS), in which the energy increases again up to 25 GeV. Then the
protons are accelerated up to 450 GeV by the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS),
and finally they are injected into the LHC ring where the acceleration reaches the
nominal proton energy of 3.5 TeV (the nominal proton energy during 2011, 4 TeV
during 2012) through 8 Radio-Frequency (RF) cavities, using oscillating electric and
magnetic fields. In order to keep the beam collimated, 7000 quadrupoles are used.
In the Fig. 2.1 a schematic view of the di↵erent constituents of LHC is shown.
The two beams collide in four interaction points where their transverse dimension
is reduced to 16 µm to maximize the luminosity and at which four experiments are
located. Two general purpose experiments, ATLAS [40] and CMS [41], are dedicated
to general Standard Model measurements and to the search for new physics; one
experiment, LHCb [42], is dedicated to the b quark physics and to measurements of
CP violation; one experiment, ALICE [43], is built to investigate heavy ion physics.
LHC is able to investigate mass scales from the order of a few GeV, as in the case of
B meson physics, up to a few TeV, for the discovery of new vector bosons or quark
compositeness. In order to extend the LHC capability to explore rare processes
an enormous e↵ort has been made to increase the proton momentum as much as
possible. In particular, a very sophisticated magnet system was designed in order to
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keep such high momentum protons in the machine orbit. The formula that connects
the bending radius with the charged particles momentum and the magnetic field is:
B[T] =
p[GeV]
0.3⇢[m]
(2.1)
where B is the magnetic field in Tesla, p the momentum in GeV and ⇢ the orbit
radius in meters. The magnetic field needed to keep in orbit in LHC protons with
an energy of 3.5 TeV is about 2.7 T, a value close to the current technological limits
for superconducting magnets. The beams are bent and kept along the trajectory by
1232 superconductive dipoles and a sophisticated superfluid helium cooling system
is used in order to maintain their temperature below 1.9 K. As we can see from
Eq. 2.1 the beam energy is limited by the power of the magnetic field and by the
circumference of the LHC. So the only way to increase the rate of rare and interesting
events is to raise the luminosity L. This variable is defined as:
L = f
n1n2
4⇡ x y
(2.2)
where n1 and n2 are the number of particles in beam 1 and 2 respectively, f is
the collision frequency, and  x,y are the transverse dimensions of the beam. The
luminosity is related to the rate of events, n, for a given process with cross section
  by the following expression:
n = L process. (2.3)
In Fig. 2.2 the production cross sections of many Standard Model processes are
shown as a function of the center-of-mass energy. In the hard proton proton collision,
the energy in the center of mass
p
sˆ of the partonic level interaction is related to
the total centre of mass energy,
p
s, by the following expression:
sˆ =
p
x1x2s (2.4)
where x1 and x2 are the energy fractions of the two partons participating in
the hard scattering (Bjorken factors [17]) distributed as the parton distribution
functions, hence the center of mass of the two hardly interacting partons is not
known a priori. As a consequence, the Lorentz boost invariant observables are
very important to characterize the process. One of the most used quantities is the
transverse momentum pT , defined as the projection of the momentum vector on a
plane perpendicular to the beam axis (Lorentz boost does not transform transverse
coordinates of a four-vector when the boost is along the beam direction z). Another
useful observable is the rapidity y defined as:
y =
1
2
ln
✓
E + pz
E   pz
◆
= tanh 1 (pz/E) (2.5)
where E is the energy of the particle, and pz the projection of particle momentum
along the beam direction. The di↵erences of this variable are invariant for longitu-
dinal boosts, since applying a Lorentz boost to y along z with speed  , the rapidity
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Figura 1.6: Sezioni d’urto per interazioni protone-protone in funzione dell’energia nel riferimen-
to del centro di massa. La sezione d’urto per la produzione della Z è circa 1/10 di quella relativa
alla produzione del bosone W a LHC.
Figure 2.2: Expected cross section for several processes as a function of the center-
of-mass energy of the pp collision.
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y becomes y = tanh 1( ).
In the ultra-relativistic approximation (m ⇠ 0 so pz ⇠ E) the rapidity y is equal to
the pseudorapidity ⌘ defined as
⌘ =   ln
✓
tan
✓
✓
2
◆◆
(2.6)
where ✓ is the polar angle between the direction of the momentum of the par-
ticle and the beam direction. When using the ultra-relativistic approximation, the
pseudorapidity is often used to replace the rapidity because it depends only on the
direction of the momentum of the particle.
The LHC schedule
The four LHC experiments registered the first pp collisions at 7 TeV in the center
of mass at the end of 2009. In September 2010 the number of bunches per beam
reached 368, corresponding to a luminosity of 2.1⇥1032 cm 2s 1. The final integrated
luminosity delivered by the LHC in 2010 run was about 36 pb 1.
The 2011 run started on March with three bunches per beam. The number of
bunches increased up to 1380 and the instantaneous luminosity was of the order
of 3⇥1033 cm 2s 1 already in September. Thanks to the gradual increase of this
property (up to 5⇥1033 in December 2011), CMS reached about 5 fb 1 at the end
of 2011 (Fig. 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Total integrated luminosity recorded by the CMS experiment during the
2011 data taking.
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.
The 2012 data taking started in March, registering the first collisions at 8 TeV in
the center of mass. The number of bunches per beam was still the same as the previ-
ous year, allowing to exceed an instantaneous luminosity of about 7⇥1033 cm 2s 1.
Due to the optimal performance of the system, at the end of 2012 the total integrated
luminosity recorded by CMS was more than 20 fb 1.
2.2 The CMS detector
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [41] is a general purpose experiment. It is
characterized by the presence of a superconducting solenoidal magnet able to provide
a magnetic field of 3.8 T, allowing a compact design of the detector. The Silicon
Tracker, the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) and the Hadronic Calorimeter
(HCAL) are in fact located inside its magnetic field. The Muon Chambers are
located outside the solenoid, alternated by 1.5 m of iron saturated by the magnet
return yoke. Its total dimensions are: 21.6 m of length, diameter of 15 m, and a
total weight of 12500 tons.
The structure of CMS consists of several cylindrical detecting layers, coaxial with
the beam direction called barrel region. The barrel layers are closed at both ends
with disks, referred to as endcap regions. In Fig. 2.4 a schematic view of the CMS
detector is presented. These characteristics determine the main features of the CMS
experiment:
- good momentum resolution and reconstruction e ciency of charged particles;
- good muon identification, charged reconstruction and momentum resolution
for |⌘| < 2.5;
- good electromagnetic energy resolution and measurement of electromagnetic
shower properties for |⌘| < 3;
- good jet and missing transverse energy resolutions.
The CMS experiment uses a right-handed cartesian coordinate system. The x
axis points towards the LHC centre, the y axis is directed vertically toward the sur-
face and the z axis points along the beamline. Usually the cartesian coordinates are
replaced by a pseudo-angular reference frame suggested by the cylindrical symmetry
of CMS and by the invariant description of proton-proton collisions. The new set of
reference variables is (r, , ⌘), where r is the distance in the transverse plane,   is
the azimuthal angle, measured starting from the +x axis, and ⌘ is the pseudorapidity.
2.2.1 The solenoid
The CMS magnet provides a magnetic field of 3.8 T and is the biggest superconduct-
ing solenoid in the world. It is composed by a superconductor cable surrounded by
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The coordinate frame used in CMS is a right-handed tern, with the x axis
pointing towards the LHC centre, y axis directed upward along the vertical and
z axis along the beam direction with the direction required to complete the right-
handed tern. The cylindrical symmetry of CMS design and the invariant description
of proton-proton physics suggest the use of a pseudo-angular reference frame, given
by the triplet (r,  , ⌘), where r is the distance from the z axis,   is the azimuthal
angle, measured starting from the x axis positive direction, ⌘ is defined in Eq. (2.6)
(where ✓ is the polar angle).
Figure 2.2: A view of the CMS detector with its subdetectors labeled.
CMS is made up of four main subdetectors:
• Silicon Tracker: it is made of a Silicon Pixel vertex detector and a surrounding
Silicon Microstrip detector, with a total active area of about 215 m2. It is
used to reconstruct charged particle tracks and vertices.
• ECAL: it is an electromagnetic calorimeter to precisely measure electrons and
photons.
• HCAL: it is a hadronic calorimeter for jet direction and energy measurement.
• Muon System: it is a composite tracking system for muons. It consists of
Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) in the barrel region and Drift Tube (DT) in
the endcaps. A complementary system of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) is
used both in the barrel and in the endcaps.
Figure 2.4: A view of the CMS detector. Each subdetector is labeled.
a layer of high purity aluminium that is used as a thermic stabilizer. All is welded
by two layers of high-strength aluminium alloy for mechanical reinforcement. The
total conductor cross section is 64⇥22 mm2. It is kept at 4 K during operation by a
liquid helium cooling system. The iron layers interspersed with the muon detectors
are used to saturate the mag et return y ke. The resi ual magnetic field present
in the yoke (around half of the field in the central region of the detector) is used to
curve the muons in the muon detectors in order to facilitate the muon momentum
measurement. The solenoid is the bearing structur of the whole apparatus and
it is the main element in term of weight and dimensions, 5.9 m of diameter and
12.9 m of length. The energy stored in the magnet is about 2.7 GJ at full current.
The energy can be dumped to resistors in only 200 ms in case of a quench, when a
magnet loses its superconducting property. More information about the features of
the CMS solenoid can be found in [44].
2.2.2 The tracker
The silicon tracker is placed close to the beam pipe and it covers the region |⌘| < 2.4,
r < 120 cm. Its main goal is to provide a precise measurement of the momentum
of the charged particles to allow a precise determination of the position of primary
vertices, to distinguish superimposed events and secondary vertices. Due to the
great multiplicity of products in the final state, the events are characterized by high
complexity, hence the track reconstruction represents a complicated pattern recog-
nition problem, solvable with two requirements. With a highly granular detector
it is possible to keep low the detector occupancy; with a large number of detecting
layers a large hit redundancy is provided. In order to do that the tracker consists of
two main parts: a Silicon Pixel detector, and a Silicon Microstrip detector.
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Due to the proximity to the beam pipe, pixel, micro-strips and readout electronic
are subjected to a huge flux of radiation that can cause important damages. The
pixel detector, which is exposed to the highest flux per unit area, will be replaced at
least once during the LHC lifetime. In order to limit the e↵ect of radiation damage
on the sensor performances the tracker operates at low temperature (7 C).
The material budget1 has to be limited since the electron energy loss due to
bremsstrahlung and the presence of hadron nuclear interactions need to be kept as
low as possible not to spoil the tracking performances and the calorimeter measure-
ments. The tracker depth in terms of radiation length X/X0 (X0 is the distance over
which a high energy electron reduces its energy to a fraction 1/e of the initial energy
by bremsstrahlung emission) and in terms of interaction length  / 0 ( 0 is the mean
free path of a hadron before having an interaction when traversing a material) as
obtained from the full simulation of the tracker is shown in Fig. 2.5 as a function
of ⌘. The material budget is higher in the region 1< |⌘| <2, the transition area
between barrel and endcap.
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shows the momen um resoluti n for single muons.
• Tagging and reconstruction for b jets.
The material budget in the tracker has to be as limited as possible, as the
electron energy loss due to bremsstrahlung and nuclear interactions of hadrons need
to be kept as low as possible. This is needed not to spoil tracking performances
and to keep the number of photons that get converted into an e+e  pair through
interaction with the material as low as possible. The tracker depth in terms of
radiation length X/X0 1 and in terms of interaction length  / 0 2 as obtained from
the full simulation of the tracker is shown in Fig. 2.7 as a function of ⌘. The material
budget is higher in the region 1 < |⌘| < 2 due to the presence of cables and services
in this region.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Radiation length and (b) interaction length of the tracker as a
function of ⌘. Contributions from di↵erent components are put into evidence.
2.2.3 Electromagnetic calorimeter
The CMS electromagnetic calorimeter [37,38] is a highly segmented calorimeter,
with excellent energy resolution, whose design was prompted by the possibility to
observe Higgs decay into two photons. Since the intrinsic Higgs width in the region
mH < 140GeV is of the order of 100 MeV, the width of the reconstructed   
1X0 is the distance over which a high energy electron reduces its energy to a fraction 1/e of
the initial energy.
2 0 is the mean free path of a hadron before having an interaction when traversing a material.
Figure 2.5: Radiation leng h (on the left) and i teraction length (on the right) of
the tracker as a function of ⌘. Contributions from di↵erent com onents are put into
evidence.
Another crucial element to obtain high precision spatial resolution is the align-
ment of the tracker modules. Devi tions are caused by assembly inaccur cies, de-
formations due to cooling and stress from the magnetic field. The geometry was
determin d during assembly o an accuracy of 80 to 150 µm. An infrared laser
system is used for continuous monit ring of the position of selected tracker mod-
ules. The final alignment is done with tracks from well known physics processes, e.g.
1The material budget expression indicates the amount of material needed to built the detector.
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cosmic muons, or di-muons from Z decays.
The pixel vertex detector
The pixel detector [45] is the innermost part of the tracker. In Fig. 2.6 a schematic
view of the CMS pixel detector is shown. It is made of three barrel layers (each
one 53 cm long) positioned at r = 4.4, 7.3 and 10.2 cm, and two endcap wheels per
each side, located at |z| = 34.5 cm and 46.5 cm to guarantee at least two crossed
layers per track coming from the center of the detector within the fiducial acceptance
|⌘| < 2.5.
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2.2.2 Tracker
The Silicon Tracker [35, 36] is the CMS innermost detector. It consists of a
Silicon Pixel detector and a surrounding Silicon Microstrip detector.
It covers the region |⌘| < 2.4, r < 120 cm. Its goal is to provide a precise
momentum estimate for charged particles, and to allow a precise determination of
the position of secondary vertices. LHC events will be very complex, and track
reconstruction comes as a complex pattern recognition problem. In order to ease
pattern recognition two requirements are fundamental:
• low detector occupancy,
• large hit redundancy.
The low hit occupancy is achieved with a highly granular detector, while the re-
dundancy is achieved with a large number of detecting layers.
The pixel detector is made of three barrel layers and two endcap disks per side
(Fig. 2.4). The overall number of readout channels is about 60 millions and it covers
the region with 4.4 cm < r < 10.2 cm, |z| < 47 cm. The high granularity of the
detector ermits an e cient separation of di↵erent track segments.
The Silicon Strip Tracker (SST) is made of ten barrel layers and twelve endcap
disks on each side. It has about 10 millions readout channels. The main components
of the SST are shown in Fig. 2.5. As indicated in Fig. 2.5 some of the layers are
equipped with single sided detectors, some with double sided detectors. Single
sided detecto s can provide particle’s impa t po nt position in th direction
perpendicular to the strips. Double sided detectors can provide both coordinates
on the detector surface, as they are made with two single sided detectors glued
back-to-back with an angle of 100 mrad between the strips directions. Inner layers
Figure 2.4: A schematic view of the pixel vertex detector.
Figure 2.6: A schematic view of the CMS pixel detector.
The size of each pixel is 100⇥150 µm2, with a total of about 66 million channels.
The rectangular shape has been chosen in order to optimize the resolution of both
coordinates, r  and z. In particular the resolution is 10 µm for the r  coordinate,
while along the beam axis (z) is of 20 µm. These features are really important to
provide a good measurement of the vertices.
The signals coming from each pixel are combined with analogical signal readout
to profit of the charge sharing e↵ect among pixels and improve the position resolution
by interpolation. The charge sharing between pixels is enhanced by the Lorentz angle
of the charge carriers, which is about 25  in the barrel and 4  in the endcaps for
electrons in a 4 T magnetic field at 100 V of bias voltage, three times wider than for
the holes. Therefore initial n-type substrate sensors were chosen to collect electron
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signals on n+ implants, which in turn are more radiation hard. In the barrel the
pixels are tilted to induce significant charge sharing between neighbouring implants
in the r  plane improving the intrinsic hit2 resolution down to 10-15 µm, much lower
than 150 µm, the width of each n+ implant. In Fig. 2.7 the mechanism of the charge
sharing induced by Lorentz drift is shown.
undepleted  E ~ 0
depleted
ionizing particle track
p+- implant ( - 300 V)
n+ -  pixel implants
holes
electrons
B - Field  ( 4 T )
Silicon
(p-type)E>0
Figure 2.7: Charge sharing induced by Lorentz drift.
Charge sharing is present also along z direction for inclined tracks leading to a
similar resolution. The detectors placed on the disks are rotated with an angle of
20  around the central radial axis to benefit of charge sharing improved both in r
and r  directions by induced Lorentz e↵ects.
The silicon micro-strips detector
The outer region of the tracker, where the flux of particles has decreased enough to
allow the use of this type of sensors, consists of the silicon double-layer micro-strip
detector [46].
The detector is divided in four parts, as shown in Fig. 2.8, TIB (Tracker Inner
Barrel), TID (Tracker Inner Disks), TOB (Tracker Outer Barrel) and TEC (Tracker
EndCap) covering a tracking volume up to r = 1.1 m with a length of 5.4 m.
The detector unit is made of one or two sensors glued on a carbon fibre mechanical
support together with the read out electronics, in the inner part the minimum size
is 10 cm⇥80 µm, while in the outer one is 25 cm⇥180 µm. The sensor is a n-type
phosphorus doped substrate with p+ implant strips. Since the mean energy required
to create an electron-hole pair in silicon is 3.6 eV, a minimum ionizing particle (mip)
passing through a 300 µm thick sensor with an average energy loss per path length
of 390 eV/µm should create about 32500 electron-hole pairs. The analogical signal
coming from each strip is transmitted to ADCs located in the counting room via
optical links. In order to decouple the readout electronics from the detector leakage
2The hit definition is not trivial, but at this level it can be defined as the trajectory point
intersecting the detector layer plane.
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Figure 2.5: An r   z schematic view of a sector of the Silicon Strip Tracker. The
location of single sided and double sided detectors is put into evidence.
are equipped with 300 µm thick sensors, while outer layers are equipped with 500
µm thick sensors.
The high flux of radiation through the tracker sensors causes damages. Pixel
and microstrip detectors and readout electronics are radiation hard. Nevertheless,
the pixel detector, which is exposed to the highest flux per unit area, will need to be
replaced at least once during LHC lifetime. In order to limit the e↵ect of radiation
damage on sensor performances the tracker is operated at low temperature (-10 C).
The CMS tracker has to fulfill the following requirements:
• Isolated lepton reconstruction e ciency close to 100% within |⌘| < 2. Fig. 2.6(a)
shows the reconstruction e ciency for single muon events.
• Transverse momentum resolution better than 4% within |⌘| < 2. Fig. 2.6 (b)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: (a) Reconstruction e ciency and (b) momentum resolution for single
muons with pT=1, 10, 100 GeV.
Figure 2.8: A schematic view r   z of the CMS tracker subdetector.
current, insulating capacitor layers of dielectrics (SiO2, Si3N4) are placed between
the p+ and the aluminium strips electrodes.
The expected resolution for the CMS tracker, for three di↵erent parameter of
the tracks as function of pseudorapidity for muons with transverse momentum of 1,
10, 100 GeV respectively, is presented in Fig. 2.9.
  
Figure 2.9: Resolution for three di↵erent track parameters for muons with
pT =1/10/100 GeV. Muons are reconstructed using only the tracker information:
transverse momentum (left), transverse impact parameter (center), longitudinal im-
pact parameter (right).
2.2.3 The electromagnetic calorimeter
The main goal of the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) [47] is the precise mea-
surement of energy of electrons and photons. The architecture of ECAL was chosen
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taking into account the requests imposed by the H!    analysis, which is performed
looking for an excess in the di-photon invariant mass distribution. Since the exper-
imental width of this decay is expected to be dominated by the resolution of the
calorimeter, and to be of the order of 1%, high granularity is needed to improve the
measurement of the angle between the two photons and to obtain a good ⇡0 !   
separation.
ECAL is an homogeneous, high granularity calorimeter divided into a barrel
and two endcaps containing almost 76000 Lead Tungstate (PbWO4) scintillating
crystals. The PbWO4 properties have led to its choice. The PbWO4 crystals have
a low light yield (⇠10 photo-electrons/MeV), with requires the use of high intrinsic
gain detectors able to operate inside a magnetic field. In addition, its short radiation
length (X0 = 0.89 cm), due to its high density (8.28 g/cm3), and low Moliere Radius
(RM = 2.19 cm) allow to contain the electromagnetic shower in a limited region, in
order to build a compact calorimeter. Another important aspect is its fast response
(⌧ = 10 ns with about 80% of the light collected within 25 ns), that is a crucial issue
in the high LHC rate. Since the PbWO4 has a good intrinsic radiation hardness,
it can work in the LHC environment. In Fig. 2.10 a schematic view of the ECAL
detector is shown.
The barrel (EB) covers the |⌘| < 1.479 region and has an inner radius of 129 cm.
It consists of 36 identical supermodules built as a matrix of 20 crystals in   and
85 crystals in ⌘, covering an azimuthal angle of 20 . The supermodules are divided
along ⌘ in 4 modules, with submodules consisting of 5⇥2 crystals as the basic unit
of ECAL. Each crystal has a tapered shape, with 2.2 cm ⇥ 2.2 cm front face and
23 cm length corresponding to 25.8 X0. The barrel granularity is    ⇥  ⌘ =
0.0175 ⇥ 0.0175, the crystals are grouped into 5⇥5 arrays called trigger towers,
providing information to the trigger system. To avoid that cracks might align with
the particles trajectories, the crystal axes are tilted with respect to the direction
from the interaction point, both in   and in ⌘. Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are
used to collect the produced light. Each APD has an active area of 5⇥5 mm2; a pair
is mounted on each crystal. They are operated at gain 50 and read out in parallel.
Each endcap (EE) consists of two semicircular plates called Dees and covers the
|⌘| region between 1.48 and 3. The crystals have a 2.86⇥2.86 cm2 front face, are
22 cm long, corresponding to 24.7 X0, and they are grouped in structures of 5⇥5
crystals called super-crystals. The granularity varies from  ⇥ ⌘ = 0.0175⇥0.0175
to 0.05⇥0.05. In the endcaps the photodetectors used are vacuum phototriodes
(VPTs). Each one is 25 mm in diameter, with an active area of about 280 mm2;
one VPT is glued to the back of each crystal. They have a single gain stage, with a
value of 10.2 without magnetic field, a 4 T magnetic field lowers this value by less
than 10%.
On the front of each endcap, a preshower (ES) is installed between |⌘|=1.6 and
|⌘|=2.6 in order to improve the ⇡0/  separation and the vertex identification. It
works at a temperature of 5 C. It consist of two lead radiators (the first 2 X0 and
the second 1 X0 thick) followed by silicon strip sensors positioned with orthogonal
orientation with a pitch of less than 2 mm. Each sensor measures 63 ⇥ 63 mm2,
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invariant mass spectrum will be dominated by experimental resolution. Thus, an
electromagnetic calorimeter with resolution of order 1% is needed.
ECAL is made of lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals. Lead tungstate is a radiation
resistant scintillating material; radiation robustness was a key design requirement,
because the absorbed dose per hour in high luminosity condition will range from
0.18 Gy/h at ⌘=0, to 15 Gy/h at ⌘=3.
Because of its high density (8.28 g/ cm2), lead tungstate has a short radiation
length X0=8.9 mm. Such a short radiation length permitted a very compact design
that made it possible to fit the calorimeter inside the magnetic coil, thus limiting
the non-sensitive material traversed by electrons and photons. Another advantage
of lead tungstate is the small Molie`re radius3 (2.2 cm) and the fast scintillation
decay time ⌧=10 ns that permits the collection of about 80% of the produced light
in the 25 ns interval between two bunch crossings.
The main drawbacks of PbWO4 are the low light yield (100 photons/MeV) and
the strong dependency of the response on the operating temperature, that makes it
necessary to operate the crystals at stabilized temperature (18 C).
As shown in Fig. 2.8, ECAL is subdivided into a barrel region covering |⌘| <
1.48, and two endcap regions covering 1.48 < |⌘| < 3.0.
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Figure 2.8: A schematic representation of a quadrant of ECAL.
Crystals in the barrel region are tapered shaped, with a 2.2 cm⇥2.2 cm front
face and 23 cm length, and they are positioned at a radius of 1.24 m. The  ⌘⇥  
granularity in the barrel is 0.0175⇥0.0175. The depth in radiation lengths in the
barrel region is about 26 X0. Crystal with a 3 cm⇥3 cm front face, 22 cm long (24.7
X0) are used in the endcaps. The  ⌘⇥   granularity in the endcaps is 0.05⇥0.05.
The reduced depth in radiation length and the larger granularity in the endcaps
with respect to the barrel are partially compensated with a preshower detector
placed in front of the endcaps. Each preshower is made of two lead radiators and
3The Molie`re radius characterizes the transverse dimension of the electromagnetic shower evolv-
ing in a calorimeter.
Figure 2.10: A schematic view of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL).
with an active area of 61 ⇥ 61 mm2, divided into 32 strips. The nominal thickness
of the silicon is 320 µm. Important requirements are imposed on the front-end (FE)
electronics since it has to be fast enough to sustain the 25 ns LHC crossi g rate and
it has to be radiation hard.
2.2.4 The hadronic calorimeter
The CMS hadron calorimeter (HCAL) [48] works together with ECAL in order to
measure the energy and direction of charged and neutral hadrons, and the energy
imbalance in the transverse plane EmissT . It has been structured in order to contain
hadronic showers, much deeper and wider that the electromagnetic ones, i.e. it must
be as hermetic as possible. The central barrel and endcap HCAL subdetectors are
placed in the high magnetic field of the solenoid and this is another element that
influenced its design. It provides a good segmentation, a quite fine energy resolution
and it covers the |⌘| < 5 region.
The HCAL is made of four subdetectors (see fig. 2.11):
• Barrel Hadronic calorimeter (HB): it is placed inside the magnetic coil and
it covers the central pseudorapidity region, up to |⌘| = 1.3. The barrel
hadron calorimeter consists of two half barrels, each composed of 18 iden-
tical 20  wedges in  . Each wedge is composed of 5 cm thick brass stain-
less steel absorber plates parallel to the beam axis and interleaved with 3.7
mm thick plastic scintillators. The signal is readout through wavelength-
shift fibres and hybrid photodiodes (HPD). The granularity is of the order
of    ⇥ ⌘=0.087⇥0.087. The HB has an energy resolution for single pions
of approximately 120%/
p
E. The minimum depth is about 5.8  .
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of 57 degrees but is not projective to the center of CMS, in order to minimize the effect of the
uninstrumented gap. HB covers the | | range from zero to approximately 1.4; the | | range
between 1.3 and 1.4 is shared by HB and HE; HE covers | | from 1.3 to 3.0. HB is built of
18 wedges, each of which covers 20 degrees in  , and are divided in 5 degree sectors. HE is
made of brass disks, interleaved with scintillator wedges which cover 20 degrees in  , which
in turn are divided in four 5 degree sectors. Because of the space constraint within the magnet
cryostat, the HB thickness is limited to 5.8 hadronic interaction lengths at   = 0 and increases to
10 interaction lengths at | | = 1.2. To catch the energy leakage from HB, layers of scintillators
are placed outside the solenoid cryostat: they constitute HO. About 5% of all hadrons above
100GeV deposit energy inHO. In  , HO has a 12-fold structure, with each 30 degree component
being divided in six 5 degree sectors. In  , HO is composed of five “rings”, which follow the
structure of the magnet return yoke and of the muon chambers. Ring 0 covers the   range
between -0.35 and 0.35, Rings ±1 cover the | | range between 0.35 and 0.87, and Rings ±2
cover the | | range between 0.87 and 1.2. The quartz fiber and steel HF calorimeter, with fibers
parallel to the beam direction, covers the forward region of | |, between 3.0 and 5.2. HF is
constructed in wedges of 20 degrees and each wedge contains two   sectors of 10 degrees.
The calorimeter tower segmentation in   and   of HB, HE and HO subsystems is 0.087⇥0.087
except in HE for | | above 1.74, where the   segmentation ranges from 0.09 to 0.35 and the  
segmentation is 0.175. The HF segmentation is 0.175⇥0.175 except for | | above 4.7, where the
segmentation is 0.175⇥0.35.
Figure 1: The CMS HCAL detector (quarter slice). “FEE” indicates the locations of the Front
End Electronics for HB and HE. The signals of the tower segments with the same color are
added optically, to provide the HCAL “longitudinal” segmentation. HB, HE and HF are built
of 36 identical azimuthal wedges (   = 20 degrees).
Figure 1 shows a schematic quarter view of the hadron calorimeter system in the barrel, endcap
and forward regions. Also shown are the locations of some of the Front End Electronics (FEE).
The HF FEEs (not shown) are placed around a ring at | | = 3 (tower number 29) and HO
FEEs are located inside the muon detectors at various locations. Each HB and HE tower has 17
scintillator layers, except near the overlap region between HB and HE. Each scintillator tile of a
tower is read out by an embeddedwavelength shifting fiber and the signals are added optically.
The color scheme in Fig. 1 denotes the longitudinal segmentation of the read out; all layers
shown with the same color in one   tower are summed. The optical signals for HB, HE and HO
Figure 2.11: A schematic view of the CMS hadron calorimeter (HCAL).
• The Endcap Hadronic calorimeter (HE) is located as well inside the magnetic
coil and it is made of two endcaps extending the angular coverage up to |⌘|
= 3. Th HE has the same architec ure of HB for t same gr nularity. The
signal is read throu h wavelength-shift fibres and hybrid photodiodes. The
minimum depth is of 10  .
• The Outer Hadronic calorimeter (HO) is placed in the barrel region, added
outside the magnetic coil in order to extend the depth of the calorimeter in
terms of nuclear interaction length  . The total depth for |⌘| < 1.26 is thus
extended to about 11.8  . It consist of two scintillator layers with the same
granularity than the ones of HB.
• The Forward Hadronic calorimeter (HF) consists of two units placed outside
the magnetic coil, at ±11.2 m from the interaction point along the beam
direction that receive the most part of the energy produced in the interactions,
represented by the particles at small angle. It extends the pseudorapidity
coverage up to |⌘| = 5. The material of the two units, steel absorbers and
embedded radiation hard quartz fibers, provide a fast collection of Cherenkov
light. The granularity of HF is   ⇥ ⌘ = 0.17⇥0.1745.
In order to obtain a reference calibration and to measure the characteristics of the
di↵erent parts of HCAL, these were exposed to beams of electrons, pions, protons
and muons. An ECAL module was also included in the test beam setup [49, 50, 51,
52].
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2.2.5 The muon system
The CMS muon system [53] is dedicated to the identification and the measurement
of high pT muons, in combination with the tracker. The system is placed outside the
magnetic coil, embedded in the return yoke, in order to exploit the returning flux
of about 1.8 T. Given the shape of the solenoid, the muon system is divided into
a cylindrical barrel section and two planar endcap regions. The first one is easier
to operate, having less background and low muon rate, and indeed the choice of
detectors was influenced by these features.2.2 The CMS detector 29
Figure 2.10: A schematic view of a quadrant of the CMS muon system.
Figure 2.11: A schematic representation of a drift tube chamber. Drift lines in
presence of magnetic field are also shown.
r     coordinate and two measures of the z coordinate of the track hit positions.
Each chamber (Fig. 2.11) is made of two parallel aluminum plates with “I” shaped
spacer cathodes, isolated from the aluminum plates with polycarbonate plastic.
Chambers are filled with a gas mixture of Ar(85%) and CO2(15%). The position
resolution is about 100 µm in both r  and rz.
Cathode Strip Chambers are multi-wire proportional chambers with segmented
cathodes (Fig. 2.12). Each chamber can provide both hit position coordinates.
Chambers are filled with a gas mixture of Ar(40%), CO2(50%), CF4(10%). The
chamber spatial resolution is about 80-85 µm.
Resistive Plate Chambers are made of parallel bakelite planes, with a bulk re-
sistivity of 1010 ÷ 1011 ⌦cm. The gap between the plates if filled with a mixture of
C2H2F4 (94.5%) and i-C4H10. They operate in avalanche mode. Those chambers
have limited spatial resolution, but they have excellent timing performances; they
are mainly used for bunch crossing identification.
Figure 2.12: A quadrant of the CMS muon system.
The system consists of three independent subsystems (Fig. 2.12):
• Drift Tubes (DT) are placed in the barrel region, covering |⌘| < 1.2, where the
hits occupancy is relatively low (< 10 Hz/cm2).
• Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) are located in the endcap regions, 0.9 < |⌘| <
2.4, with higher occupancy (> 100 Hz/cm2) and large and non-uniform mag-
netic field.
• Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) are placed both in the barrel and in the
endcaps, covering the region |⌘| < 1.6.
The Drif Tube syste is made 250 chambers consisting of twelve layers of
drift tubes. Each group of layers is packed in three independent super-layers, for a
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Figure 2.10: A schematic view of a quadrant of the CMS muon system.
Figure 2.11: A schematic representation of a drift tube chamber. Drift lines in
presence of magnetic field are also shown.
r     coordinate and two measures of the z coordinate of the track hit positions.
Each chamber (Fig. 2.11) is made of two parallel aluminum plates with “I” shaped
spacer cathodes, isolated from the aluminum plates with polycarbonate plastic.
Chambers are filled with a gas mixture of Ar(85%) and CO2(15%). The position
resolution is about 100 µm in both r  and rz.
Cathode Strip Chambers are multi-wire proportional chambers with segmented
cathodes (Fig. 2.12). Each chamber can provide both hit position coordinates.
Chambers are filled with a gas mixture of Ar(40%), CO2(50%), CF4(10%). The
chamber spatial resolution is about 80-85 µm.
Resistive Plate Chambers are made of parallel bakelite planes, with a bulk re-
sistivity of 1010 ÷ 1011 ⌦cm. The gap between the plates if filled with a mixture of
C2H2F4 (94.5%) and i-C4H10. They operate in avalanche mode. Those chambers
have limited spatial resolution, but they have excellent timing performances; they
are mainly used for bunch crossing identification.
Figure 2.13: A schematic representation of a drift tube chamber. The drift lines in
presence of the magnetic field are shown.
total of four chambers with three super-layers per chamber. The structure is divided
along the beam line in 5 rings, each of them composed by 12 sectors covering an
azimuthal angle of 30 . In each chamber two super-layers have anode wires parallel
to the beam axis, and one has perpendicular wires. Thus, each chamber can provide
two measurements of the r   coordinate and one measurement of the z coordinate
of the track hit positions. The maximum drift length is 2 cm and the position
resolution is about 100 µm in both r   and r z. In Fig. 2.13 a representation of a
drift tube ch mber is shown. Each chamber is filled with a gas mixture of Ar(85%)
and CO2(15%).
The Fig. 2.14 shows the structure of the Cathode Strip Chambers, multi-wire pro-
portional chambers with segmented cathodes. There are 468 trapezoidal chambers
filled with a gas mixture of Ar(40%), CO2(50%), CF4(10%), each of them providing
both hit position coordinates. The chambers are placed perpendicular to the beam
line and provide a precision measurement in the r     bending plane, the spatial
resolution is about 80-85 µm.
In order to improve the e ciency, a complementary system was added in both
barrel and endcap regions. A schematic view of the Resistive Plate Chambers is
shown in Fig. 2.15. The chambers are made of parallel bakelite planes, with a bulk
resistivity of 1010÷ 1011 ⌦cm and filled with a mixture of C2H2F4 (96.2%), iso-
C4H10 (3.5%) and SF6 plus water vapour (0.3%). They operate in avalanche mode
to ensure good operation at high rate. The chambers have limited spatial resolution,
but since they have excellent timing performances they can provide an independent
trigger system and help to reduce ambiguities in the track reconstruction.
2.3 The trigger system
The proton bunches at LHC cross at a rate of about 40 MHz, but it is impossible
to register all of them due to the limited disk space and the limited speed of the
readout electronics. Beside that, only a small fraction of these collisions represents
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Figure 2.12: A schematic representation of CSC cathode panel (left) and anode
panel (right).
2.3 Trigger system
LHC will produce interactions at 40 MHz frequency, but only a small fraction
of these events can, and is worth to, be written on disk. On the one hand the speed
at which data can be written to mass storage is limited; on the other hand the vast
majority of events produced is not interesting, because it involves low transferred
momentum interactions (minimum bias events). Thus, a trigger system is needed
to save interesting events at the highest possible rate. The expected rate of events
written to disk is foreseen to be 100 Hz.
CMS has chosen a two-level trigger system, consisting of a Level-1 Trigger
(L1) [42] and a High Level Trigger (HLT) [43]. Level-1 Trigger runs on dedicated
processors, and accesses coarse level granularity information from calorimetry and
muon system. A Level-1 Trigger decision has to be taken for each bunch crossing
within 3.2 µs. Level-1 Trigger task is to reduce the data flow from 40 MHz to 100
kHz.
The High Level Trigger is responsible for reducing the L1 output rate down to
the target of 100 Hz. HLT code runs on a farm of commercial processors and can
access the full granularity information of all the subdetectors.
We will now review the main characteristics of the CMS trigger system.
2.3.1 Level-1 Trigger
The Level-1 trigger is responsible for the identification of electrons, muons, pho-
tons, jets and missing transverse energy. It has to have a high and carefully under-
stood e ciency. Its output rate and speed are limited by the readout electronics
Figure 2.14: A schematic representation of the CSC cathode panel (on the left) and
anode panel (on the right).
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Figure 3.1: The layout of a DT chamber inside a muon barrel station.
In the DT subdetector, an important modification of the basic element of detection, the drift-
tube cell, led to a slightly wider drift cell and a new design of the cathode I-beams that
separate the drift cells, resulting in a mechanically more robust chamber [79]. In addition,
the wire pitch and hence the cell size was increased from 4.0 to 4.2 cm to optimize the elec-
tronic segmentation and acceptance, leading to a reduction in the total number of channels
from 192 000 to 172 000. Analysis of test-beam and cosmic-ray muon data collected on both
prototype and full-size final chambers has shown no degradation of the performance of the
detector in terms of linearity of response, time resolution, noise level, or efficiency of hit
collection [79, 80, 81].
Each RPC detector consists of a double-gap bakelite chamber (Fig. 3.2), operating in avalanche
mode [82]. The gaps have a 2 mm width. Trigger requirements demand that in each station
the strips, which run along the beam direction, be segmented into 2 parts for stations MB1,
MB3, and MB4; in the MB2 station, either the innermost or the outermost layer is segmented
into 3 parts, depending on the position in the wheels and sectors. The strip length is thus
130 cm, except in the MB2 station where it is either 85 cm or 130 cm. There are 480 RPCs in
the Barrel, for a total of 1020 double-gap modules.
Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the RPC double-gap structure. The read-out strips in the Barrel
chambers run along the beam direction.Figure 2.15: Schematic view of the RPC double-gap structure. The r ad-out strips
in the Barrel ch mbers run along he beam dir ction.
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interesting events worth to be written. Hence a trigger system is needed in order
to reject by a factor 107 the collisions and to select in a short time the interesting
physics events with high e ciency.
  
Figure 2.16: A schematic representation of the CMS trigger system.
CMS has chosen a two-level trigger system, composed by a Level-1 Trigger
(L1) [54] and a High Level Trigger (HLT) [55]. In Fig. 2.16 a schematic view of
the CMS trigger system is presented. The L1 trigger runs on dedicated processors
and accesses coarse level granularity information from the calorimeter and muon
system. Its task is to reduce the flux of data from 40 MHz to 100 kHz, taking
decision for each bunch crossing within 3.2 µs.
The HLT must reduce the L1 output rate down to the nominal rate of 100 Hz.
During the 2011 data taking the output rate of the HLT was around 300 Hz on av-
erage. It runs on a farm of commercial processors and can access the full granularity
information of all the subdetectors.
2.3.1 Level-1 Trigger
The L1 trigger is responsible for the identification of electrons, muons, photons,
jets and missing transverse energy. It has to have a high and carefully understood
e ciency. Its output rate and speed are limited by the readout electronics and by
the performances of the Data Acquisition (DAQ) system. The organization of the
CMS L1 Trigger is summarized in Fig. 2.17.
It consists of three main subsystems:
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F Summary of Level-1 Trigger
The Level-1 Trigger System [F-1] is organized into three major subsystems: the Level-1 calorimeter trig-
ger, the Level-1 muon trigger, and the Level-1 global trigger. The muon trigger is further organized into
subsystems representing the 3 different muon detector systems, the Drift Tube Trigger in the barrel, the
Cathode Strip Chamber (CSC) trigger in the endcap and the Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) trigger cov-
ering both barrel and endcap. The Level-1 muon trigger also has a global muon trigger that combines the
trigger information from the DT, CSC and RPC trigger systems and sends this to the Level-1 global trig-
ger. A diagram of the Level-1 Trigger system is shown in Figure F-1.
The data used as input to the Level-1 Trigger system as well as the input data to the global muon trigger,
global calorimeter trigger and the global trigger are transmitted to the DAQ for storage along with the
event readout data. In addition, all trigger objects found, whether they were responsible for the Level-1
Trigger or not, are also sent. The decision whether to trigger on a specific crossing or to reject that cross-
ing is transmitted via the Trigger Timing and Control system to all of the detector subsystem front-end
and readout systems.
F.1 Calorimeter Trigger Description
The calorimeter trigger begins with (0.35η×0.35φ) trigger tower energy sums formed by the ECAL,
HCAL and HF upper level readout Trigger Primitive Generator (TPG) circuits from the individual calo-
rimeter cell energies. For the ECAL, these energies are accompanied by a bit indicating the transverse ex-
tent of the electromagnetic energy deposit. For the HCAL, the energies are accompanied by a bit
indicating the presence of minimum ionizing energy. The TPG information is transmitted over high speed
copper links to the Regional Calorimeter Trigger (RCT), which finds candidate electrons, photons, taus,
and jets. The RCT separately finds both isolated and non-isolated electron/photon candidates. The RCT
transmits the candidates along with sums of transverse energy to the Global Calorimeter Trigger (GCT).
Figure F-1  Overview of the Level-1 Trigger system.
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Figure 2.17: Overview of the L1 trigger system.
- L1 Calorimeter Trigger. It receives information from both the calorimeters,
in the form of “towers”, 5 ⇥ 5 ECAL crystals and a single HCAL segment.
The Regional Calorimeter Trigger (RCT) identifies electron, photon, ⌧ and jet
candidates along with their transverse energy. The Global Calorimeter Trigger
(GCT) sort the candidates according to their transverse energy and sends the
first four to the L1 Global Trigger.
- L1 Muon Trigger. It is composed of three subsystems: the RPC, CSC
and DT trigger . Each of them builds t ack segm nts, assigning them a pT
estimation and a quality flag. All the i formation is sent to the Global M on
Trigger (GMT), that sorts and tries to combine the muon tracks. The final set
of muons is sorted according to the quality and the best four tracks are passed
to the L1 Global Trigger.
- L1 Global Trigger. It is responsible for collecting the information from the
calorimeter and the muons systems and for making a decision whether to save
the event or not. All the ranked trigger objects produced by the calorime-
try and muon system are sorted and the Global Trigger, on the base of their
properties, determines to either accept or reject the event. The decision is
transmitted to the Timing Trigger and Control system (TTC), which com-
mands the readout of the remaining subsystems in case of positive response.
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2.3.2 High Level Trigger
The main goal of the HLT is to reduce the L1 output rate up to O(100  1000) Hz.
Only the HLT selected events will be definitively written to mass storage. The infor-
mation from all the subdetectors is assembled by a builder unit and then assigned to
a switching network that dispatches events to a commercial processor farm, where
the HLT performs the reconstruction.
This simple design ensures maximum flexibility to the system with the limitation
of the total bandwidth and the number of processors, that can be easily upgraded
adding new machines or replacing the existing ones with newer and faster ones.
Since the HLT algorithm implementation is fully software, its improvements do not
require any hardware substitution. Each event is processed on a single machine
and the average HLT decision must be made in 100 ms to avoid event dropping.
Since the online nature of this selection, the algorithm can use a limited amount of
resources, but its reliability is of extreme importance: the events not saved are lost.
In order to process events e ciently, the HLT code has to reject not interesting
collisions immediately; computationally expensive algorithms must be ran only on
good candidate events. For this reason the HLT is organized in three virtual levels,
making use of the partial reconstruction idea. In a first phase, only the objects
positioned in specific regions of the detector, very sensitive to the data selection, are
reconstructed. In particular, in the Level 2 (L2) only the muons and the calorimetry
information is used, in the Level 2.5 (L2.5) the pixel data are added and in the
Level 3 (L3), considering the information from all the tracking detector, the event
is completely reconstructed.
Each step reduces the number of events to be processed in the following one. The
most computationally expensive tasks are executed at L3; time consuming algorithm
such as track reconstruction are only executed in the regions of the detector where
good candidates from L1, L2 and L2.5 are found. Besides that, since a high precision
is not required at HLT, the track reconstruction is performed on a limited set of hits
and is stopped when the desired resolution is achieved.
Chapter 3
Particle reconstruction in CMS
In this chapter the particle reconstruction used in CMS is described. In the first
sections the algorithms used for the event reconstruction are presented and the
“Particle Flow” reconstruction technique is introduced.
The focus is then put on the main ingredients for the reconstruction of the
associated production of jets and the Z boson decaying in the electron channel, i.e.
the jets reconstruction together with the jet energy corrections and the electron
selection variables used to identify leptons originated by the Z boson decay.
3.1 The Particle Flow based reconstruction
The “Particle Flow” (PF) [56, 57] is an algorithm for a global event description
using the combined information provided by all CMS sub-detectors, like calorimeter
clusters and track segments, for an optimal determination of the direction, energy
and type of all the stable particles in the event, like electrons, muons, photons,
charged and neutral hadrons (see Fig. 3.1). The single subdetector giving one of the
most important contributions to the PF algorithm is the tracker, since it allows a
good reconstruction of charged-particle tracks, with large e ciency and small fake
rate down to a transverse momentum pT of 150 MeV/c, for a pseudo-rapidity range
of |⌘| < 2.4.
The set of all the identified particles is then used for many di↵erent purposes,
i.e. to build the jets (from which the quark and gluon energies and directions are
determined), to quantify the charged lepton isolation with respect to other particles,
to determine the missing transverse energy EmissT estimating the direction and energy
of the neutrinos and other non-interacting particles, in order to obtain a consistent
reconstruction and description of the whole event.
3.1.1 Iterative tracking and calorimeter clustering
It is particularly important to be able to reconstruct all the particles present in the
final state, even those with small pT , because the energy of the non-identified objects
could be counted as missing energy. Indeed, even in proton-proton collisions at LHC
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Figure 3.1: The PF algorithm starts from basic objects as tracks and calorimeter
clusters (left), then all the information from the di↵erent subdetectors are processed
in order to reconstruct the particles produced in the event (right).
with large energy in the center-of-mass, a sizeable fraction of the particles has low
transverse momentum. For this reason, each element used by the PF algorithm,
like calorimeter clusters or tracks, has to be reconstructed with high e ciency and
low fake rate in the high-density events obtained in LHC. Advanced tracking and
clustering algorithms were developed as consequences of these requests and they are
described in the following.
The iterative tracking
The main purpose of the tracking algorithm is to provide a precise measurement of
the direction of the charged particles making use of the information obtained by the
tracker detector.
The standard track reconstruction is organized in five steps:
local reconstruction: the signals from the tracker are clustered into hits;
seed generation: initial track candidates (seeds) are created using three constraints
which can be obtained from pixel, strip, vertex or beam spot measurements;
they define the initial parameters for the next step;
pattern recognition: starting from the seeds, a global Kalman filter is used to
find the track candidates corresponding to charged particles of interest;
final track fit: the final precise parameters of the tracks are estimated;
track selection: only the tracks passing a minimum set of quality cuts are consid-
ered.
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Indeed, this procedure is essential for the PF event reconstruction, considering
that about two thirds of the energy of a jet is carried by charged particles. More-
over, the momentum of charged hadrons is measured in the tracker with a higher
resolution than that of the calorimeters for pT up to several hundreds of GeV/c
and each charged hadron missed by the tracking algorithm would be only detected
by the calorimeters, with reduced e ciency, degraded energy resolution and biased
direction.
The tracking e ciency must be as close to 100% as possible and the tracking
fake rate must be kept small. For this purpose an iterative-tracking algorithm [58]
has been developed.
- The first step consists in the seeding and reconstruction of the tracks applying
very tight identification criteria (the pT , the number of hits and the  2 of
the tracks are taken into account). In this way, even if the obtained tracking
e ciency is moderate, a low fake rate is kept (under 1%).
- In the second step the hits unambiguously assigned to the tracks found in the
previous iteration are removed from the list of hits.
- Then the track seeding criteria are loosen in order to increase the tracking
e ciency. The algorithm is run again but in this step, due to the hit removal,
the combinatorial results are reduced and the fake rate is kept low.
- In order to reconstruct secondary charged particles, as particles originating
from photon conversion, in the fourth and fifth iterations the constraints on
the origin vertex are relaxed.
With this iterative technique, tracks of charged hadrons in jets originating from
within a thin cylinder around the beam axis (that includes the beam pipe) are
found with an e ciency larger than 90%; in the end the fake rate is at the per-cent
level even for charged particles with only three hits and a pT of about 150 MeV/c.
The calorimeter clustering
The goal of the calorimeter clustering algorithm is the detection and measurement
of energy and direction of stable neutral particles, the separation of neutral parti-
cles from charged hadrons, the reconstruction and identification of electrons and all
accompanying bremsstrahlung photons and the improvement of the energy resolu-
tion of high pT charged hadrons, for which the track parameters are less precisely
measured and for which the calorimeter energy resolution is more accurate.
In order to satisfy these characteristics, a dedicated clustering algorithm running
for each sub-detector (ECAL barrel, ECAL endcap, HCAL barrel, HCAL endcap,
ES first layer and ES second layer) has been developed for the PF reconstruction.
- The calorimeter cells are identified as “cluster seeds” if the energy is above a
given threshold.
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- The“topological clusters” are built starting from the seeds by aggregating cells
with at least one side in common with a cell in the cluster, and with an energy
above a given threshold. These thresholds represent two standard deviations
of the electronics noise in the ECAL (80 MeV in the barrel and up to 300 MeV
in the endcaps) and are about 800 MeV in the HCAL, producing the so-called
PF seeds.
- The final energy of the topological cluster is calculated giving to each cell
a weight according to its distance from the seed. In this way, if the cluster
contains more than one seed because of the passage of two close particles, the
possible overlap between them can be taken into account.
3.1.2 The link algorithm
Any PF object, corresponding to a given particle, is composed by several basic ele-
ments representing the responses of the di↵erent subdetectors, like a track, calorime-
ter clusters and muons tracks, as shown in Fig. 3.2. These objects have to be con-
nected to each other by a link algorithm in order to reconstruct each single particle,
avoiding any possible double counting between the di↵erent subdetectors.
The final result of the PF algorithm can be visualized as a chain, where the
unitary component is given by a pair of elements linked to each other. There are
di↵erent kind of components, depending on the type of objects taken into account (as
track-ECAL cluster, ECAL-HCAL clusters). A single element can be connected to
more than one, creating a so-called block, and in this case the quality of each pair is
represented by the relative distance between the two linked elements. Thanks to the
granularity of the CMS detector, these structures contain only few elements, allowing
to keep procedure independent from the number of particles in the event. These
blocks are the inputs for the particle reconstruction and identification algorithm.
In detail, a link between a charged particle track and a calorimeter cluster is
performed with the following procedure:
- The track is extrapolated from the last measured hit in the tracker to ECAL
and, if in the endcaps, to the two layers of ES, at a depth corresponding to
the expected maximum of a typical longitudinal electron shower profile;
- The track is extrapolated to HCAL, at a depth corresponding to one interaction
length, typical of a hadron shower;
- The track is linked to any cluster if the extrapolated position in the correspond-
ing calorimeter is within the cluster boundaries. In order to consider e↵ects
of the presence of gaps between calorimeter cells, or calorimeter modules, un-
certainties of the position of the shower maximum and multiple scattering in
case of low momentum charged particles, the cluster can be extended up to
the size of a cell in all directions. The distance in the (⌘, ) plane 1 between
1The distance in the (⌘, ) plane is defined as R =
p
 ⌘2 +  2
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(c) The ( ,   ) view on HCAL
Figure 1: An event display of a simple hadronic jet in the (x, y) view (a) and in the ( ,  ) view,
where   stands for pseudo-rapidity and   for the azimuthal angle, on the ECAL surface (b) and
the HCAL surface (c). (These two surfaces are represented as two circles centred around the
interaction point in the first view.) The K0L, the  
  and the two photons from the  0 decay are
detected as four well separated ECAL clusters (b). The  + leaves no energy in the ECAL. The
two charged pions are reconstructed as charged-particle tracks, appearing as vertical solid lines
in the ( ,  ) views and circular arcs in the (x, y) view. These tracks point towards two HCAL
clusters (c). In all three views, the cluster positions are represented by dots, the simulated
particles by dashed lines, and the position of their impact on the calorimeter surfaces by various
open markers.
Figure 3.2: An event display of a simple adronic jet in the transvers pl e (top)
and in the (⌘, ) view, both on the ECAL surface (bottom left) and the HCAL
surface (bottom right). The K0L, the ⇡
  and the two photons from the ⇡0 decay
are detected as four well separa ed ECAL clust rs while the ⇡+ leave no energy in
this detector. The two charged pions are reconstructed as charged-particle tracks,
appearing as vertical solid lines in the (⌘, ) views. These tracks point towards
two HCAL clusters. The cluster positions are represented by dots, the simulated
particles by dashed lines, and the position of their impact on the calorimeter surfaces
by various open markers.
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the extrapolated track position and the cluster position defines the quality of
the link.
An important feature of the PF algorithm is the recovery of bremsstrahlung
photons emitted by electrons. For each track, starting from the intersection points
with the tracker layers, tangents are extrapolated to ECAL. If clusters are found
by the intersection of a track tangent with the calorimeter, they are linked to the
starting track as originated by bremsstrahlung photons. The link quality corresponds
to the distance in (⌘, ) between the cluster position and the extrapolated point of
the tangent in ECAL. All the clusters already directly associated to charged particle
tracks are vetoed for this procedure, in order to avoid possible double counting.
Two calorimeter clusters, either an HCAL and an ECAL cluster or an ECAL and
a ES cluster, are linked when the cluster position in the more granular calorimeter
(ES or ECAL) is within the cluster boundaries in the less granular calorimeter
(ECAL or HCAL). As for the track-cluster link, the cluster dimension can be slightly
enlarged.
A link between a charged-particle track in the tracker and a muon track in the
muon system is defined when a global fit between the two tracks returns a  2 (the
link quality) less than a given threshold. This link gives rise to a global muon and
if there are more than a charged-particle track associated to a muon one, only the
global muon with the smallest  2 is retained.
3.1.3 Particle reconstruction and identification
Starting from the set of blocks derived from the linking procedure, the reconstruction
algorithms extract a set of particles that provide a global description of the events
to be used in the analysis. The di↵erent objects are identified in a specific order as
described in the following:
• muons: Starting from a global muon2, a “particle-flow muon” is reconstructed
if the combined momentum is within three standard deviations of the one
determined only from tracker. The corresponding track is removed from the
block. The contribution of cluster energy information is negligible.
• electrons: A pre-identification procedure is first applied to each track ex-
ploiting the tracker as a preshower. The electron tracks are usually short
and su↵er of energy losses due to the bremsstrahlung photon emitted in the
tracker material. The tracks having these characteristics undergo another fit
procedure with a Gaussian-Sum Filter (GSF) [59]. This is a suitable filter to
reconstruct tracks with kinks, produced by bremsstrahlung photons, in order
to extrapolate with higher precision the trajectory in ECAL, obtaining the
2In CMS the track associated to a muon can be obtained in three di↵erent ways: the tracker
fit uses only the information from the pixel and the strip detectors, the standalone fit is provided
by the sole muon system, and the global fit is obtained by combining all the information. A global
muon derives from a global fit track.
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so-called main or GSF track. In order to take into account the energy de-
posits produced by these photons, clusters associated with the tangents to the
main track are considered. In addition, the possibility of their conversion in
the material is studied. If both the track and the selected clusters are iso-
lated3, energy deposits obtained with the standard (STD) reconstruction are
included. In this case the reconstruction procedure is based on the idea of
searching for clusters in a window in a given (⌘, ) region around the cluster
seed. In case of non-isolated electrons, this method can be strongly influenced
by nearby particles. The final identification is performed by combining the
tracker and calorimeter information with a proper weight in order to match
the expected energy resolutions. The track and ECAL clusters (also those
representing bremsstrahlung photons) corresponding to the identified one (PF
electron) are removed from the blocks.
• charged hadrons: In order to improve the rejection of fake charged hadrons,
the tracks are kept only if the relative uncertainty on the measured pT is smaller
than the relative calorimetric energy resolution expected for charged hadrons.
If the total calibrated calorimetric energy is smaller than the total track mo-
mentum by more than three standard deviations, muons and fake tracks are
searched for. All global muons that failed the previous selection but have a
momentum precision greater than 25% are now identified. Moreover tracks are
rejected one by one according to their measured transverse momentum uncer-
tainty until the uncertainty of the remaining tracks is smaller than 1 GeV/c,
or when the removal of a track makes the total track momentum smaller than
the calibrated calorimetric energy. Charged hadrons are reconstructed with
the remaining tracks.
• photon and neutral hadrons: If the calibrated energy of the closest ECAL
and HCAL clusters linked to a track is significantly larger than the total associ-
ated charged-particle momentum, the search for neutral particles is performed.
In particular if the energy excess is found to be larger than the total ECAL
energy, a photon is created with this ECAL energy and a neutral-hadron is
created with the remaining part of the excess. The remaining ECAL and
HCAL clusters, either originally not linked to any track or for which the link
was disabled, are identified as photons and neutral hadrons, respectively.
3.2 Reconstruction of the Z ! ee + jets event
The Z boson can decay both in the hadronic and in the leptonic channel. In this
study only the electron decay, Z ! ee, is taken into account. The final state is
characterized by the presence of two isolated electrons and, in the particular case in
which we are interested, some energetic jets.
3If in a cone of radius R = 0.3 (for the track also | ⌘| > 0.05) the total energy of other tracks
(clusters) normalized by the analysed track (clusters) energy is below a given threshold, the object
is isolated.
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3.2.1 Electron identification
There are two possible types of reconstructed electrons: the one made by the Particle
Flow algorithm (PF), using all the information of the detector as described before,
and the standard algorithm (STD) [59], using a gaussian sum procedure over the
reconstructed hits. A detailed study on the performance of the two algorithms (see
chapter 4 for more details) was carried on, in which a good agreement between the
two approaches was found.
In order to identify electrons coming from the Z boson decay, a list of selections
is applied:
identification variables
- shape of the energy deposit, requiring the energy dispersion along ⌘ to
be limited;
- alignment between energy deposit and track, requiring the barycentre of
the cluster and the extrapolation of the track position at the calorimeter
surface to match within the cuts in ⌘ and  ;
- hadronic to electromagnetic energy ratio, required to be lower than the
threshold to discriminate hadrons;
isolation variables
- particle-based isolation, used to exclude electrons produced by hadroniza-
tion, the sum of pT of charged hadron (neutral hadrons or photons) in a
cone of radius R = 0.3 around the electron normalized by the electron pT
must be lower than the threshold;
rejection conversion variables
- missing hits, the number of crossed tracker layers without compatible hits
with the track is at most one;
- partner conversion track, looking for an oppositely charged track whose
polar angle is close to the one of the electron track, the distance at the
point where the two tracks are parallel must be within the cuts.
3.2.2 Jet reconstruction
From an operative point of view, the jet reconstruction starts from a list of pseudo
particles, like tracks or calorimeter clusters, or particles at generator level when
working on MC studies, which are organized in more complex objects called jets [60],
following precise and well defined rules. Di↵erent kind of inputs to the jet clustering
algorithm are used at CMS [61], resulting in four type of jets: calorimeter jets,
Jet-Plus-Track (JPT) jets, Particle-Flow (PF) jets, and track jets.
The calorimeter jets are reconstructed combining the information obtained with
ECAL and HCAL only, properly corrected in order to reduce the electronic noise and
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the pile-up e↵ects. They are mostly used at trigger level, because they represent the
best compromise between resolution and computational time. The Jet-Plus-Track
jets are essentially resulting from the same procedure as the calorimeter jets, but the
energy of the charged particles inside the jet is corrected by taking into account the
momentum measurement provided by the tracking system. The starting collection
for the track jets is composed by all the tracks, but in this way only charged particles
are considered and the neutral contribution is lost. The PF jets are obtained starting
from the list of particles identified by the PF algorithm hence they are the result
of the combination of information coming from the whole detector. For this reason
they have the best resolution and are the most used at analysis level.
There are di↵erent jet reconstruction procedures developed and used in the last
years. In the analysis considered in this work, jets are reconstructed using the anti-
kT algorithm [62], a sequential recombination procedure. It is based on two distance
definitions: dij between elements i and j and diB between element i and the beam
(B). They are defined by the following expressions:
dij = min(k
2p
T i, k
2p
Tj)
 2ij
R2
, with  2ij = (yi   yj)2 + ( i    j)2, (3.1)
diB = k
2p
T i, (3.2)
where kT i, yi and  i are respectively the transverse momentum, rapidity and
azimuth of particle i. The radius parameter R corresponds to the maximum distance
between two elements inside a jet and is set equal to 0.5. The parameter p is
needed to generalise the distance definition, with p =  1 corresponding to the
anti-kT algorithm. For p = 1 the inclusive kT algorithm is obtained, while p = 0
corresponds to the inclusive Cambridge/Aachen algorithm. Thanks to the definition
of the distance with p =  1, the low kT particles do not cluster among themselves,
but are recombined with the high kT ones, not distorting the general jet shape.
In this way the resulting jets have a more regular configuration with respect to the
other procedures, making the algorithm more robust for non-perturbative e↵ects, like
hadronization and underlying event characteristics, improving also the momentum
resolution. In Fig. 3.3 an example of results obtained with the di↵erent algorithms
is shown.
Starting from the set of objects chosen for the jet reconstruction, the distances
between pseudo-particle are calculated and the algorithm identifies the smallest one.
In the case of dij, elements i and j are recombined, summing their quadrimomentum:
the previous elements are removed and a new one is created. In the case of diB, the
element i is identified as a jet and is removed from the list of pseudo-particles. The
distances are recalculated and the procedure is repeated until no element is left.
Reclustering
Due to their large energy, electrons from the Z decay can be reconstructed as jets
on their own: it is necessary to identify and to reject them before the clusterization.
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Figure 3.3: Example of jets obtained with four di↵erent algorithms in a simulated
event with a few high energetic jets and many low kT particles. Jets clustered with
the anti-kT algorithm (bottom right) have a more regular shape with respect to the
others: kT with R = 1 and p = 1 (upper left), Cambridge/Aachen with R = 1 and
p = 0 (upper right), SisCone with R = 1 and p = 0.75 (bottom left).
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In other analyses [27] this procedure was realized by the removal of all the jets in
a cone of radius R = 0.3 around the lepton. These jets are constituted by the lepton,
that represents the main energy contribution, and by other particles, as photons and
hadrons. In addition to the electron, also these other particles are subtracted from
the total jet energy and their contribution in the whole event is lost, interfering with
the counting of the number of jets.
In this work a di↵erent approach was used to remove these “fake” jets, discarding
the electron from the particle collection before the jet reconstruction, avoiding to
remove additional particles that must be included in jets. All the leptons that pass
the selections (see Sec. 5.2.2) but the transverse momentum and invariant mass cuts
are identified and discarded from the particle list.
In Fig. 3.4 jet distributions obtained with the standard method and with the re-
moval of the electron before the clusterization are shown. The results are compatible;
using the second method, an increase of the number of total jets is observed, as ex-
pected. The additional objects are equally distributed in pseudorapidity (Fig. 3.4a),
but they are present especially in events with high multiplicity (Fig. 3.4b) and are
characterized by low momentum (Fig. 3.4c and Fig. 3.4d). In events with high num-
ber of jets, if not subtracted before, there is a greater probability to cluster the
lepton with particles belonging to other jets, decreasing the energy of the real jets.
If the jets are close to the transverse momentum threshold, they could fall outside
the allowed pT range, decreasing the number of available objects in the analysis.
Jets at generator level
A jet collection at generator level (genJets) is needed in order to compare in the
unfolding procedure the Monte Carlo truth with the reconstruction events after the
simulation of the interaction with the detector (these jets will be called recoJets).
In order to create objects directly comparable, similar clustering algorithms must be
applied to both jet types and pseudo-particle collections with equivalent character-
istics have to be considered. The standard set of particles used is composed by all
stable (c · ⌧ > 1 cm) particles generated in the simulation, excluding resonances and
neutrinos. The selection cuts applied to genJets are the same as for the recoJets.
In order to proceed in parallel with the selection in the analysis, also leptons which
could derive from a Z decay and the corresponding photons from final state radi-
ation (FSR) that are included in the lepton through the reconstruction algorithm
are removed. The electron energy cluster extension in azimuthal angle reflects the
bremsstrahlung emission along the lepton trajectory deviated by the magnetic field.
The pseudorapidity dimension, instead, could give an indication of the region in
which the FSR is included in the final object called lepton [63]. At generator level
the object considered in the study is composed by the electron and all the photons in
a cone around it. The value used for the radius is 0.1. The new object is obtained as
sum of the quadrimomenta of its constituents. The new e+ and e  with the greatest
pT are selected and their constituents (electrons and photons) are removed from the
particle collection used for the genJets reconstruction. The pseudorapidity, trans-
verse momentum and invariant mass (only for the e +  s objects) of the removed
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between jet distributions obtained with the removal of jets in
the cone around the electron (blue) and the electron removal before the clusterization
(black).
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particles are shown in Fig. 3.5.
The remaining particles, after the exclusion of the selected electrons and photons,
are clustered into jets using the same algorithm and jet selection cuts as applied for
real data reconstruction.
3.2.3 Jet energy corrections
The energy of the reconstructed jets is usually di↵erent from the true energy of the
clustered particles. The main sources of this e↵ect are the non-uniform and non-
linear response of the calorimeters, electronics noise and presence of pile-up events.
The energy of each PF particle is calibrated depending on its type, hence, exploiting
this PF algorithm feature, the final jets need only small energy corrections in order
to match the real energy of their constituents with respect to the other types of jets.
The application of the jet energy corrections (JEC) corresponds to a factorized
multi-step procedure [64], structured in subsequent steps of correction:
- the o↵set correction (L1) corrects the jet energy spoiled by e↵ects of electronic
noise and pile-up;
- the relative correction (L2) uniforms the jet response as a function of the jet
pseudorapidity, choosing a central control region as reference;
- the absolute correction (L3) uniforms the jet response as a function of the jet
transverse momentum
- the residual correction (RES) takes care of remaining di↵erences between
data and Monte Carlo coming from an imperfect simulation.
In CMS the JEC are provided with two complementary approaches. The first
one relies on the MC truth information (MC truth JEC) and is used to provide a
first evaluation of L2 and L3 corrections; the second one uses the experimental data,
exploiting physics processes from hadron collisions, in order to derive the L1 and
the residual L2 and L3 miscalibration.
The application of the jet energy corrections can be expressed as:
pcorµ = C · prawµ (3.3)
C = CL1(p
raw
T ) · CMCL2L3(⌘, p0T ) · CRESL2(⌘) · CRESL3(p00T ) (3.4)
where p
0
T is the transverse momentum of the jet corrected for L1, p
00
T is the transverse
momentum of the jet after all previous corrections and the C factors represent the
di↵erent corrections.
O↵set correction
It is the first factor of the correction chain, with the goal of subtracting the energy
not related with the main interaction, using the jet area strategy [65], based on the
evaluation of the jet area Aj.
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Figure 3.5: Transverse momentum, pseudorapidity and invariant mass distributions
for electrons and photons removed from the list of particles used to create jets at
generator level.
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A large quantity of soft artificial particles, not able to modify the properties of
the jet, are clustered together with the true jet constituents. The region in the (⌘, )
space covered by the soft component in each jet provides the value of the active jet
area. For each event, an average transverse momentum density per unit area ⇢ is
calculated with the kT jet clustering algorithm with a distance parameter R = 0.6.
It is defined as the median of the distribution of the variable pTj/Aj, where j runs
over all the jets in the event.
Fig. 3.6 (left) shows the transverse momentum density ⇢ as a function of the
leading jet pT in QCD events for various pile-up conditions. The ⇢ variable scales
linearly with the number of vertices, and since it does not depend on the hard scale
of the event, it is a good tool to measure the soft jet activity.
In order to take care also for dependence on the pseudorapidity, a sample of
zero bias events is considered. They are collected using random triggers in presence
of beam crossing. The energy inside a cone of radius R = 0.5 in the (⌘, ) space
is summed. The total average o↵set is then classified according to the number of
vertices.
The correction is a factor applied jet-by-jet that can be defined as:
Coffset(p
raw
T , Aj, ⇢) = 1 
(⇢  h⇢PV 1i) ·  (⌘) · Aj
prawT
, (3.5)
where prawT is the uncorrected jet transverse momentum, h⇢PV 1i is the pT -density
measured in events with only one reconstructed primary vertex (without pile-up),
and  (⌘) is a multiplicative factor describing the modulation of the average o↵set
in pT as a function of ⌘, as in Fig 3.6 (right).
Figure 3.6: Left: transverse momentum density ⇢ as a function of the leading jet
pT in QCD events for di↵erent pile-up conditions (NPV is the number do recon-
structed vertices). Right: average o↵set in pT as a function of ⌘ for di↵erent pile-up
conditions.
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Monte Carlo truth jet energy corrections
The Monte Carlo truth jet energy corrections are obtained from a sample of simu-
lated QCD events at
p
s= 7 TeV in order to remove the bulk of the non-uniformity
in ⌘ and the non-linearity in pT . The procedure works by steps:
- the di↵erent type of jets are reconstructed, calorimeter, JPT and PF jets
(recoJets) as well as genJets4;
- the genJets are matched with the recoJets in the (⌘, ) space by requiring their
distance to be R < 0.25 and the quantity precoJetT /p
genJet
T is studied to extract
the correction factors as a function of pT and ⌘;
- the L2MC is derived comparing the response at a given pseudorapidity with
the one of central jets |⌘| < 1.3;
- the L3MC is computed, bringing the pT dependence of the jet response to unity.
The combined correction factor CMC(pT , ⌘) is given by the following expression:
CMC(pT , ⌘) = CMCL2(⌘, pT ) · CMCL3(pT · CMCL2(⌘, pT )). (3.6)
Figure 3.7: Total Monte Carlo jet energy correction factors CMC(pT , ⌘) for di↵erent
jet types, as a function of jet pseudorapidity, for jets with pT = 50 GeV (left) and
pT = 200 GeV (right).
Fig. 3.7 shows the MC-truth jet energy correction factors for calorimeter, JPT
and PF jets, as a function of ⌘ at two di↵erent corrected jet pT values, while Fig. 3.8
shows the average correction in |⌘| < 1.3 as a function of the corrected jet pT .
A structure in the pseudorapidity dependence of CMC(pT , ⌘) is observed and
is most evident for the calorimeter jets, due to the non-linear response of ECAL
4As previously described, they are obtained with MC stable particles at generator level.
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Figure 3.8: Total Monte Carlo jet energy correction factors CMC(pT , ⌘) for di↵erent
jet types, as a function of jet transverse momentum.
to hadronic jets. It is possible to divide the detector in three calorimeter regions
with di↵erent behaviours: barrel (|⌘| <1.3), endcaps (1.3 < |⌘| < 3) an forward (3
< |⌘| < 5). Overall correction factors are smaller for JPT and PF jets, because the
charged component of the jet profits from the tracking information; this is shown
particularly in the pseudorapidity region |⌘| < 2.4. In the forward region, since the
three jet types converge to simple calorimeter objects, the corrections are similar.
Figure 3.9: Left: Relative jet energy response as a function of ⌘, measured with the
dijet balance method. Right: Relative jet energy residual correction as a function
of ⌘ with its uncertainties (band).
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Residual correction
The relative residual correction is equal to the di↵erence between the relative re-
sponse in data with respect to the MC, expressed in terms of the jet |⌘|. In data
the dijet pT balance technique is used in back-to-back dijet events (with at least two
jets) to measure the response of a jet at any ⌘ (probe jet) relative to the jet energy
response in |⌘| < 1.3 (barrel jet). The central region is chosen as reference because of
the uniformity of the detector and because it has highest jet transverse momentum
reach. The two leading jets must be azimuthally separated by    > 2.7 and no
additional jets with p3rdJetT /p
ave
T > 0.2 are allowed, where p
ave
T = (p
probe
T + p
barrel
T )/2
is the average uncorrected pT of the two leading jets.
The balance quantity B is defined as:
B =
pprobeT   pbarrelT
paveT
. (3.7)
The average value of the B distribution, < B >, in a given ⌘probe and paveT bin is
used to determine the relative response, see Fig. 3.9 (left):
R(⌘probe, pdijetT ) =
2+ < B >
2  < B >. (3.8)
The correction is tipically of the order of few percent with the exception of the
region 2.5 < |⌘| < 3.0 where higher values are reached as shown in Fig. 3.9 (right).
Fig. 3.10 shows the data/MC ratio for the relative response before and after
the residual correction application, demonstrating they establish a good agreement
between data and simulation.
Figure 3.10: Relative response ratio between data and Monte Carlo simulation before
and after the residual correction.
The last step is the calculation of the residual absolute correction factor. It
is performed with a MPF (Missing ET Projection Fraction) method applied to a
sample of   + jets events. The MPF method is based on two assumptions:
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- the   + jets events have no intrinsic missing transverse energy EmissT ;
- the photon is perfectly balanced by the hadronic recoil in the transverse plane, !p  T + !p recoilT = 0
For reconstructed objects, the following equation can be written:
R 
 !p  T +Rrecoil !p recoilT =  
 !
EmissT , (3.9)
where the R  and Rrecoil are the detector responses to the photon and the hadronic
recoil. Solving the equation above, Rrecoil is obtained:
Rrecoil = R  +
 !
EmissT · !p  T
( !p  T )2
⌘ RMPF (3.10)
The jet energy response has to be extracted from the measured RMPF , consid-
ering that Rrecoil = Rleading is a good approximation if particles not clustered in the
leading jet have a response similar to the ones inside the jet, or if these particles are
in a direction perpendicular to the photon axis.
The total jet energy correction factor and its uncertainty are shown in Fig. 3.11
as a function of ⌘, for two di↵erent jet pT values.
Figure 3.11: Total jet energy correction factor and its uncertainty (band) as a func-
tion of jet ⌘ for two jet pT values.
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Chapter 4
Electron reconstruction with a
Particle Flow based approach
The CMS framework includes two algorithms for the electron reconstruction which
produce di↵erent objects: the standard electrons (GSF) [66], [67] and the Particle
Flow ones [68] (already introduced in the previous chapter).
The previous analysis of the associated production of vector bosons and jets [27]
has used electrons from the standard reconstruction, because the GSF algorithm
is the first one developed for electrons and this type of electrons and super clus-
ters are the objects used by the trigger. On the other hand, the jets used in the
analysis are composed by particles from the PF reconstruction. Since the GSF and
PF algorithms exploit raw detector information using di↵erent strategies, they are
not fully integrated. For this kind of analysis, it is essential to have a consistent
reconstruction of the whole event in order to avoid a potential double counting of
ECAL energy deposits or generation of artificial missing energy. A possible solution
is to move to a reconstruction fully based on the Particle Flow algorithm. The goal
of this study is to test the reconstruction performance of the PF object, to check
if using the PF electrons the results are consistent with the ones obtained with the
GSF electrons and to choose the best solution for the Z boson reconstruction.
The basic steps of the algorithms and their main di↵erences are summarized in
the following list (1 is referring to the GSF electrons, 2 to the PF ones):
- the selection of the seed from which the procedure starts:
1. ECAL energy cluster,
2. simple tracks;
- the super cluster1 (SC) reconstruction:
1. searches other ECAL energy clusters in a window around the seed,
1The SC is a composite energy deposit, made by several energy clusters, with the goal of
reconstructing the total energy of the original electron by means of the energy of all its products.
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2. searches clusters that match trajectories tangent to the main track (clus-
ters associated to other tracks are vetoed), recovers from converted brems-
strahlung photons and use ECAL SC information to recover additional
clusters under specific isolation conditions;
- the track reconstruction:
1. the hits in the tracker are combined with a filter suitable for reconstruc-
tion of tracks with kinks (Gaussian-Sum-Filter),
2. a simplified version of the full GSF filter;
- the link of the two objects:
1. from ECAL SC to tracks,
2. from tracks to ECAL deposits;
- the determination of the electron momentum, combining track and energy
information or using only one of them:
1. depends especially on the E/p ratio;
2. depends on the number of track hits, and thus on the GSF track qual-
ity, then checks the sensitivity to bremsstrahlung through the di↵erence
between track and calorimeter energy.
Figure 4.1: The association e ciency of PF to GSF electron as a function of the
GSF electron energy (left) and pseudorapidity (right). Black is used for data, red
represents Monte Carlo.
Only the events passing the same triggers and requirements presented in Sec. 5.2,
used in the Z + jets measurement are studied. Similarly, the selected electrons are
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the leptons which can be used for Z boson candidates reconstruction in the same
analysis.
In the following, tracks are used in order to associate a GSF and a PF electron: if
a GSF and a PF electron have the same main track, they are considered as describing
the same object. The pairing e ciency of PF to GSF electron is shown in Fig. 4.1.
The fraction of GSF electron associated is very close to one, only for less than 1% of
the set it is not possible to find the corresponding reconstructed PF electron. The
agreement data-MC is good.
The study is performed in steps. Initially the basic objects which take part in the
electron candidate construction are considered: tracks, to associate the two di↵erent
reconstructed electrons, and super clusters to compare their properties. Then the
final momentum determined by the two algorithms is studied. Finally the Z boson
is reconstructed using electron candidate pairs, and the boson masses obtained with
the two methods are compared.
4.1 Super cluster properties comparison
Previously it was said that a GSF and a PF electron are describing the same physical
object if they have the same main track. Hence the other basic component that can
be studied is the ECAL SCs produced by the two algorithm.
The energies of the leptons are measured as a function of the pseudo rapidity
range. Fig. 4.2 shows the distributions of the ratios of the GSF and PF SC energy
for deposits in the ECAL Barrel (EB, on the left) and in the ECAL Endcap (EE, on
the right) for data (in black) and Monte Carlo (MC, in red). The results for data and
MC are compatible, only di↵erences of few per mil are observed. Fig. 4.3 shows the
distributions of the energy ratios for SC composed by only one basic cluster, in order
to study the cluster energy itself regardless of the details of the SC reconstruction; a
shift of the order of a per mil is still observed, due to the calibration and correction
procedure. In all cases GSF SCs have energies greater than PF ones, especially in
the endcaps, where the PF SC algorithm does not manage to recover all the electron
energy.
The data energy ratios, as a function of the GSF SC energies, are shown in
Fig. 4.4. In EB, the di↵erences between the GSF and the PF SCs increase with
energy up to 100 GeV becoming stationary at higher energies. For low energy the
spread in ⌘ of the single clusters of a SC is greater and the windows size in the
GSF algorithm could be not enough to collect all the contributions; the PF method,
looking for deposits corresponding to tangent trajectory directions, is more suitable
to gather also the farthest clusters. In EE the di↵erences are greater as seen before.
In the MC, instead, the performances in EB and EE for high energy are similar.
In Fig. 4.5 the average energy ratios as a function of ⌘ for data (in black) and MC
(in red) are presented. In EE there are higher discrepancies between GSF and PF
energy, as expected from Fig. 4.2 histograms. In the EB, in both the cases, the
average values are close to one.
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Figure 4.2: The ratios of the GSF and the PF SCs energies for deposits in the EB
(left) and in the EE (right) for data (in black) and MC (in red) are shown.
Figure 4.3: The ratios of the GSF and the PF SCs energies for deposits composed
by only one basic cluster in the EB (left) and in the EE (right) for data (in black)
and MC (in red) are shown.
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Figure 4.4: On top the ratios of the GSF and the PF SCs energies as a function of
the GSF SC energy on data for deposits in the EB (left) and in the EE (right). On
the bottom the average ratios of both EB (in black) and EE (in red) for data on the
left and for MC on the right are presented.
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Figure 4.5: Average ratios of the GSF and the PF SCs energies of data (in black)
and MC (in red) as a function of ⌘.
Figure 4.6: Di↵erences of the GSF and the PF SCs pseudorapidity for deposits in
the EB (left) and in the EE (right) for data (in black) and MC (in red).
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Figure 4.7: On top: di↵erences of the GSF and the PF SCs pseudorapidity as a
function of the GSF SC energy only for data for deposits in the EB (left) and in the
EE (right). On bottom: average di↵erences for deposits in the EB (in black) and in
the EE (in red) as a function of the GSF SC energy, for data on the left and for MC
on the right.
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Figure 4.8: Average di↵erences of the GSF and the PF SCs pseudorapidity as a
function of the GSF SC ⌘ for data (in black) and for MC (in red).
Fig. 4.6 shows the di↵erences between GSF and PF SCs pseudorapidity for de-
posits in EB (left) and in EE (right) for data (in black) and MC (in red). The
agreement between data and MC is better than for the energy. Also the dispersion
is better, in particular in EB. In the bottom part of Fig. 4.7 the average di↵erence
of pseudorapidity as a function of energy for deposits in EB and EE is compared.
In both cases no particular trend is observed, both for data and MC. The same dis-
tribution as a function of the pseudorapidity is shown in Fig. 4.8. The disagreement
between GSF and PF electrons is greater in the endcaps, where also the energy
presents the bigger discrepancies. It is worth to note that it is only a few per mil
e↵ect.
In Fig. 4.9 the scale of the SC energy, pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle for
GSF and PF electrons as a function of the number of vertices are shown. For what
concerns ⌘ and   the performances are almost the same. Di↵erences of the order of
per cent are seen for the energy scale. In the barrel region both the reconstructed
electrons have a worse performance with higher number of vertices (less than per
cent). In the endcap regions, in the case of GSF electron there is a slight deterioration
of the scale with increasing pile up; in the case of PF electrons the performances are
stable on the range taken into account. From these distributions the PF super cluster
performances are better than the GSF ones, especially for increasing luminosity.
4.2 Reconstructed electron momentum compari-
son
In this section the comparison of the basic properties of the final objects obtained
by the two reconstruction algorithms is presented.
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Figure 4.9: Scale of the super cluster energy (first row), ⌘ (second row) and   (third
row) as a function of the number of vertices, in black for GSF and in red PF electrons,
for deposits in EB (left) and in EE (right).
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4.2.1 GSF-PF comparison
A simple ratio between the GSF and PF electrons, considering energy, pseudora-
pidity and transverse momentum, is analysed. On top of Fig. 4.10 one can see the
energy ratios between the two algorithms as a function of energy for data (on the
left) and MC (on the right). The bottom of the same Figure shows the comparison
of data and MC average values. As seen in the previous section, the GSF electron
have on average greater energy, in particular for data. This is more evident for high
values of energy, where the biggest discrepancies with the MC results is observed. If
for the SC the di↵erences GSF-PF increase up to 100 GeV and then become station-
ary, after the reconstruction of the final electron three regions are visible. For very
low energy the GSF energy loss due to the pseudorapidity spread is clearer than in
the SC case; a stable trend very close to one is present up to about 100 GeV, where
there is a step in the ratio reporting higher values.
This variable as a function of the electron pseudorapidity is also studied and the
results are shown in Fig. 4.11. A specific trend describes the subdivision of ECAL
in modules and the cracks present in the detector2; it is reproduced by the MC. The
biggest di↵erences between the two algorithms as well as the strongest discrepancies
with the MC lie in the endcaps. These di↵erences may correspond to the high energy
electrons that show the largest disagreement in data-MC comparison in the previous
Fig. 4.10.
The last studied variable is the transverse momentum. (GSF-PF) / GSF pT as
a function of the pGSFT is shown in Fig. 4.12. Also in this case GSF values are in
general higher than PF ones, except at very low pT . The agreement between data
and MC is better for the pT , than in the energy case, where also the longitudinal
component and the di↵erent ⌘ spread of the two algorithms are considered.
4.2.2 GEN-RECO comparison
In this subsection the reconstructed (reco) electrons are compared with the MC
truth. Given the reco objects, we search for the nearest electron at generator level
(gen) in a cone of R < 0.05. The association e ciency of gen and reco level objects
is shown in Fig. 4.13: it agrees with one at the per-mil level everywhere, and is
consistent between GSF and PF electrons.
In Fig. 4.14 the ratios (reco - gen) / gen for energy and transverse momentum,
and di↵erences (reco - gen) for pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle with GSF (in
black) and PF (in red) results are shown. The mean discrepancy between the MC
truth and the reconstructed objects for the energetic variables is of the order of
per mil with a variance of a few per cent. The reconstructed level objects have
greater values than the generator level ones. As far as the directional variables are
concerned, the di↵erences are smaller: of about one order of magnitude for ⌘ and
two for  .
2ECAL crack corrections are included for the GSF SCs; a similar correction is not currently
available for the PF SCs.
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Figure 4.10: On top: ratio of GSF and PF electron energies as a function of GSF
energy for data (left) and MC (right). On bottom: comparison of mean values for
data and MC.
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Figure 4.11: On top: the ratios of the GSF and PF electron energy as a function of
the GSF pseudorapidity for data (left) and MC (right). On bottom: comparison of
the mean values for data and MC.
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Figure 4.12: On top: the distribution of (GSF - PF)/GSF electron transverse mo-
mentum as a function of the GSF pT for data (left) and MC (right). On bottom:
comparison of the mean values for data and MC.
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Figure 4.13: The association e ciency of gen and reco electrons as a function on
the reco electron energy (left) and pseudorapidity (right). The GSF results are in
black, PF results are in red.
The e↵ects observed above can be studied in more detail by taking into account
some dependencies. In Fig. 4.15 the energy ratios are shown as a function of energy
and pseudorapidity. In the first case the dominant di↵erences are at high energy,
where both the PF and the GSF reconstruction overestimate the particle energy.
Looking at the second type of plots, it is possible to see that the performances of
the algorithms di↵er especially in the barrel region, where the PF reconstruction
shows the influence of the ECAL cracks while the GSF one are corrected for this
e↵ect. This was seen also in the energy ratio GSF/PF in the previous subsection.
Since in the GSF/PF comparison the MC-data agreement is better in the case of
the transverse momentum than for the energy, the pT variable is also studied. The
transverse momentum ratios as a function of pT , ⌘ and   are shown in Fig. 4.16.
There is no evidence of discrepancies on pT and   for that variable dependency. Both
the reconstruction algorithms tend to overestimate the value of the pT for electrons
with transverse momentum lower than 40 GeV. As a function of ⌘, the PF algorithm
looks more sensitive to variation in the material budget and to the presence of the
calorimeter cracks, especially in the barrel region. The GSF reconstruction takes
into account this e↵ect and corrects the results, as for the energy distributions.
Both the algorithms underestimate the transverse momentum of the electrons near
the border region between EB and EE and overestimate it elsewhere.
Since the gen - reco association is based on the distance in the space (⌘,  ), com-
parisons concerning ⌘ or   variables are slightly biased. In Fig. 4.17 the di↵erences
of the pseudorapidity as a function of pT , ⌘ and   are shown. There is no transverse
momentum dependency on the pseudorapidity reconstruction. On the opposite, the
performance depends on ⌘ itself: in the endcap region ⌘ at reco level overestimates
the MC truth. There is also a slight dependence on  , only of the order of 0.5 per
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between gen and reco objects for GSF (black) and PF
electrons (red). On top: ratios of energies and transverse momenta; on bottom:
di↵erences of pseudorapidities and azimuthal angles.
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Figure 4.15: Energy comparison between gen and reco objects, for GSF (left) and
PF (right) as a function of gen energy (first row) and ⌘ (second row). Last row:
average of distributions as a function of gen energy and ⌘.
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Figure 4.16: Distribution of (precoT - p
gen
T )/p
gen
T for GSF (1st column) and PF (2nd
column) electrons, and average distributions (3rd column), as a function of gen pT
(1st row), ⌘ (2nd row) and   (3rd row).
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mill. The results are the same for both GSF and PF algorithms.
Figure 4.17: Results concerning the pseudorapidity comparison between gen and
reco objects, for GSF (1st column) and PF (2nd column) electrons as function of
pT (1st row), ⌘ (2nd row) and   (3rd row). On third column the average results for
both algorithms are superimposed (GSF in black and PF in red).
Finally reconstruction performances on azimuthal angle are shown in Fig. 4.18.
This variable is quite well reproduced. Both algorithms have similar results, they
describe rather well the MC truth, without any particular dependency on the quan-
tities taken into account: pT , ⌘ and  .
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Figure 4.18: Azimuthal angle comparison between gen and reco objects, for GSF
(1st column) and PF (2nd column) electrons as function of pT (1st row), ⌘ (2nd
row) and   (3rd row). On third column, the average results for both algorithms are
superimposed (GSF in black, PF in red).
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4.3 Z mass reconstruction
After having probed the performances of the electron reconstruction the level of
basic physical quantities, a test on the energy scale and resolution is done by re-
constructing the Z boson invariant mass using dielectron events. Considering the Z
mass reconstructed with GSF or PF electrons, the results are compared in order to
understand if there are some significant di↵erences.
In Fig. 4.19 the Z mass obtained using GSF electrons (left) and PF ones (right)
is shown. The data are superimposed to the MC, considering also the most relevant
sources of background for this process: QCD, tt¯, W + jets and di-bosons (WW, WZ,
ZZ) decaying into leptons (see [27]). The distribution of the background is rather
flat except in correspondence to the Z boson peak, due to the ZZ and WZ samples.
However the ratio S/B varies from about 102 to 103 under the peak. For this reason
it is not taken into account in what follows. There are some di↵erences between the
mean values and the sigma of the distributions, but in order to obtain quantitative
results a fit of the reconstructed Z line shape is needed.
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Figure 4.19: Distributions of the Z boson mass reconstructed with GSF electrons
(left) and PF ones (right). The black dots represent data, the red is MC simulation
of the signal. Other colors are from relevant MC simulated background.
4.3.1 Fit functions
To extract the signal from the background, two di↵erent fit functions are tested. The
first is the Cruij↵ function (4.1), characterized by two di↵erent tails, described by  L
and  R, and a mean value µ. It is associated with a exponential background (4.2).
This is the function used in [27] for old “Tag&Probe” studies. It is an e↵ective fast
approach with some limitations that we will analyse later.
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bkg(x) = exp (cx) (4.2)
The second attempt is represented by the convolution of the Breit Wigner (BW)
and Crystal Ball (CB) functions shown respectively in Eq. 4.3 and Eq. 4.4.
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The BW function describes the physics of the process, the electronic decay of
the Z boson, and has all the parameters fixed to the PDG [69] values.
mPDGZ = 91.1876 GeV  
PDG
Z = 2.4952 GeV
The CB function describes the detector e↵ects, trying to describe the detector
resolution e↵ect. From this point of view it is a perfect probe to study the di↵erences
between the two electron reconstruction algorithms with all parameters left free.
Their meaning can be summarised as follows:
- ↵ and n define when the curve stops to behave as a Gaussian;
-  m and  CB are the mean and the variance of the distribution in the Gaussian
case.
4.3.2 Inclusive results
In order to get clear results on the deviation from the reference value of the Z boson
and the di↵erences between the performance of the two reconstruction algorithms,
the distribution studied in the following is the Z mass minus the reference value
mPDGZ . In this way a distribution peaked at zero should be ideally obtained in case
of no bias in the Z boson line shape reconstruction. In Fig. 4.20 (Fig. 4.21) the
results obtained with the Cruij↵ (BW⌦CB) fit are presented. In Tab. 4.1 the most
interesting parameters resulting from the fit procedure are summarised.
As said previously, the Cruij↵ fit is a first, fast and e↵ective approach, and
indeed the resulting fits are not so good and the peak is not properly described,
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Figure 4.20: mZ  mPDGZ distribution fitted with the Cruij↵ function for GSF (left)
and PF electrons (right). On the top there are the results obtained with the data,
on the bottom with the MC.
DATA MonteCarlo
GSF PF GSF PF
Cruij↵
µ 0.270 ± 0.009 0.295 ± 0.011 0.289 ± 0.004 0.350 ± 0.004
 L 4.249 ± 0.012 4.287 ± 0.014 3.875 ± 0.005 3.853 ± 0.005
 R 3.230 ± 0.010 3.163 ± 0.013 2.912 ± 0.005 2.859 ± 0.005
BW⌦CB  m 0.027 ± 0.005 0.086 ± 0.007 0.047 ± 0.003 0.131 ± 0.003
 CB 2.009 ± 0.007 1.933 ± 0.008 1.768 ± 0.003 1.686 ± 0.003
Table 4.1: The parameters obtained from the fit using the Cruij↵ function (on the
top) and the BW convoluted with the CB (on the bottom) are summarised.
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Figure 4.21: mZ   mPDGZ distribution fitted with the BW⌦CB function for GSF
(left) and PF electrons (right). On the top there are the results obtained with the
data, on the bottom with the MC.
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both for data and MC. Looking at the mean values, both in data and in MC the
GSF electrons reconstruct a Z mass closer to the reference value.
The second attempt with a more complex function works better, the BW⌦CB
fit reproduces quite well the Z peak. The results are similar to the previous ones:
the results closer to the reference value are the GSF ones, both in data and MC.
However it is worth to note that the di↵erences are all of the order of per mil.
In order to understand better the results obtained from the two reconstruction
algorithms, a more detailed study, using the BW convoluted with the CB function, is
carried out, analysing the variation of the Z mass fits as a function of the calorimeter
region in which the electrons are detected and the number of jets reconstructed in
association with the boson.
4.3.3 Pseudorapidity dependence
In this paragraph the reconstruction performance of the two algorithms is studied
as a function of the electromagnetic calorimeter region (EB or EE) in which the
electrons used to reconstruct the Z boson are detected. In Fig. 4.22 the results
obtained for data and for MC using electron reconstructed in the EB are shown; the
most important parameters are summarised in Tab. 4.2.
Figure 4.22: mZ   mPDGZ distribution fitted with the BW⌦CB function for GSF
(left) and PF electrons (right) obtained with data (first raw) and MC (second raw)
relative to reconstructed Z with both electrons in EB.
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EB-EB EE-EE EB - EE
DATA
GSF
 m 0.055 ± 0.008 -0.108 ± 0.022 -0.068 ± 0.001
 CB 1.653 ± 0.010 2.892 ± 0.027 2.544 ± 0.001
PF
 m 0.234 ± 0.001 -0.290 ± 0.024 -0.158 ± 0.003
 CB 1.617 ± 0.011 2.643 ± 0.026 2.400 ± 0.005
MC
GSF
 m -0.015 ± 0.003 0.119 ± 0.013 0.160 ± 0.004
 CB 1.501 ± 0.004 2.275 ± 0.013 2.138 ± 0.005
PF
 m 0.040 ± 0.002 0.583 ± 0.015 0.311 ± 0.005
 CB 1.435 ± 0.003 1.968 ± 0.014 1.946 ± 0.006
Table 4.2: The parameters obtained from the fit using the BW convoluted with the
CB function for di↵erent ranges of pseudorapidity are summarised.
The parameters obtained for GSF and PF electrons are slightly di↵erent both
in data and MC, with discrepancies of the order of per mil that depend on the
pseudorapidity: increasing from EB to EE in MC and decreasing in data. The same
behaviour is observed also for di↵erences between data and MC especially for the
PF electrons. Another value influenced by the pseudo-rapidity is the resolution of
the distribution. As expected, it increases with the pseudorapidity, it is best for
EB-EB electrons and has its highest value for EE-EE electrons; this is observed
both for data and MC. The value obtained with MC are smaller than in data and
the PF resolution is better both in MC and data. In general a shift of about several
hundreds of MeV is observed between data and MC, and the GSF electrons are
always the nearer to the reference value.
4.3.4 Jet multiplicity dependence
In this paragraph the change of the performances of the two algorithms are studied
as a function of the multiplicity of the jets reconstructed in association with the
Z boson. The results concerning events reconstructed with Z boson associated to
one jet (for data and MC) are shown in Fig. 4.23; the most important parameters
obtained from all the considered multiplicities are summarised in Tab. 4.3.
Altogether the parameters obtained in data for GSF and PF electrons are quite
in agreement, with di↵erences of the order of per mil rather independent from the
jet multiplicity. The absolute shift from the PDG value, instead, seems to increase
with jets multiplicity, it starts from some tens of MeV in the zero jets case and
increases to about a hundred of MeV in events with 3 jets. It is higher for PF
results. The resolution is rather flat as a function of the number of jets for data; in
MC it seems to decrease (except for the 4-jets case). In both data and MC results
the resolution obtained with PF electrons is better with respect to the standard
electron distributions.
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Figure 4.23: mZ   mPDGZ distribution fitted with the BW⌦CB function for GSF
(left) and PF electrons (right) obtained with data (top) and MC (bottom), relative
to events reconstructed with a Z boson and one jet.
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4.4 Conclusions on electron reconstruction per-
formance
In this analysis the comparison of GSF and PF electron reconstruction performance
are presented, in order to understand which is the most suitable one in the context of
the precision measurement described in Chapter 5. Di↵erent observables associated
to the electrons are taken into account, handling the problem in steps: first the
components used by the reconstruction, then the final object obtained from the
algorithms and in the end the Z boson reconstructed by the two types of electrons.
Summing up the results of the first two checks, it is possible to note that the
distributions of the kinematic observables of GSF and PF electrons are quite similar,
but on average the GSF ones tend to be more energetic than the PF ones. The
di↵erences between the two algorithms are almost well described by the MC and the
greater discrepancy is seen in the energy distributions. Taking into account the Z
mass distributions produced by the two kinds of electrons, the results obtained with
data and MC are rather compatible, showing di↵erences of the order of per mil.
In conclusion the two reconstruction algorithms show slight di↵erences in their
performances. It is worthwhile to note the fact that up to now the Particle Flow
reconstruction does not apply any kind of crack corrections, as GSF does. This
produces absolute point-like di↵erences of about one per cent. Even considering this
e↵ect, in the end it is confirmed that the two types of electrons have comparable
performance, in fact the average discrepancies between their properties are of the
order of per mil.
Chapter 5
Measurement of the jet production
in association to a Z boson
In this chapter the measurement of di↵erential cross sections of the associated pro-
duction of a Z boson and jets is presented. The di↵erential jet rate cross section is
measured, as well as the transverse momentum pT and pseudorapidity ⌘ distribu-
tions for the four highest transverse momentum jets. The distribution of the scalar
sum of jet transverse momenta HT is also measured as a function of the jet multi-
plicity. This study has used the 7 TeV data collected by the CMS experiment in the
2011 using jets and Z bosons detected through their decays into electron-positron
pairs. The corresponding total integrated luminosity is measured to be 4.89 fb 1.
Events are selected requiring the presence of a well-identified and isolated high-
energy electron-positron pair1 as signature of a Z boson decay. The jets, considered
in the study, are reconstructed using a sequential clustering algorithm. All the dis-
tributions are corrected for the e ciency of the trigger, selection, reconstruction
and isolation criteria calculated with the Tag&Probe method. The final results, cor-
rected applying an unfolding procedure to deconvolve physics from detector e↵ects,
are presented with a direct comparison with pQCD theoretical predictions.
This chapter is structured as follows: in Sec. 5.1 details about datasets and
MC sample used in this analysis are provided. In Sec. 5.2 the event selection and
the electrons and jets requirements are discussed. The uncorrected distributions
are presented in Sec. 5.3, while in Sec. 5.4 the e ciency measurement procedure
exploiting the Tag&Probe method is described. The unfolding correction is presented
in Sec. 5.5 and the systematic uncertainties estimation is discussed in Sec. 5.6.
Finally, the corrected distributions are presented in Sec. 5.7.
1In the following, electron means either an electron or a positron, unless the contrary is explicitly
stated.
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5.1 Data and Monte Carlo samples
The analysis is performed using proton-proton collisions data collected between
March and October 2011 by the CMS experiment at a center-of-mass energy of
7 TeV. The first period of data taking is called “RunA”, and took place before the
August technical stop. The following data taking run,“RunB”(September-October),
was characterized by higher instantaneous luminosity and pile-up. The data sets and
the relative run ranges are listed in Table 5.1 .
data sets run ranges
/DoubleElectron/Run2011A-ZElectron-08Nov2011-v1/ 160329-175770
/DoubleElectron/Run2011B-ZElectron-19Nov2011-v1/ 175832-180252
Table 5.1: The data sets used in the analysis with the relative run ranges.
The data samples processed amount to an integrated luminosity of 4.89 fb 1,
estimated as described in [70].
A complete list of Monte Carlo samples used in this analysis can be found in Ta-
ble 5.2. The signal is modelled with a Drell-Yan MC sample including up to four gen-
erated jets events (Z+jets), restricted to Z leptonic decays, generated with the matrix
element generator MadGraph [30] (CTEQ6l1 parton density function [71]). The resid-
ual QCD radiation, described through a parton shower algorithm, and the hadroniza-
tion which turns partons into physical particles are described by Pythia6 [31], using
the Z2 tune [72].
Electroweak background processes, includingW+jets and di-bosons (WW,WZ,ZZ)
decaying into leptons, as well as top-pair production, are also modelled by MadGraph
plus Pythia6.
The QCD background is described by two di↵erent samples, both generated using
Pythia6:
• the QCD_EMenr_XtoY sample is made of QCD events where at least one real
isolated lepton or photon has been produced as part of a QCD diagram;
• the QCD_BCtoE_XtoY is similar to QCD EM, with the requirement that the
parent of the lepton or photon is a bottom or charm quark.
The QCD contribution has been found to be negligible, and therefore no QCD
background is further considered in this analysis.
All samples have been rescaled to the NLO predictions (or NNLO-NNLL where
available, see Table 5.2.),
The samples used in this analysis were processed through the CMS detector
simulation obtained with Geant4 and the trigger emulation, and reconstructed with
the same sequence of algorithms used for real data.
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MC sample
Cross Integrated Scaling
Section (pb) Lumi (fb 1) order
DYToLL 3048 11.902 NNLO
ttbar 165 22.436 NNLL
W+Jets 31314 2.597 NNLO
ZZ 5.9 710.346 NLO
ZW 18.2 234.354 NLO
WW 43.0 98.277 NLO
Table 5.2: Monte Carlo data sets used in this analysis.
5.1.1 Pile-up simulation
The instantaneous luminosity grew systematically throughout the 2011 data taking.
Under this condition, an a-priori knowledge of the pile-up (PU) final distribution
was not accessible, thus MC samples could not be generated with the right PU
conditions. To overcome this problem, the various samples used in this analysis
have been generated according to a more inclusive distribution, and then reweighted
to match the real distribution of the number of vertices measured in data.
The Monte Carlo samples have been simulated, for the number of pileup interac-
tions, with a distribution characterized by two regions: up to a given pileup multi-
plicity it is flat, then it is described by a Poisson tail (“flat+Poisson“). The real dis-
tribution is quite di↵erent from the generated one: the plateau of the “flat+Poisson“
distribution has been chosen to maximize the statistics in the interval [0,10], where
it was expected to have the largest fraction of events. Due to the out-of-time pileup,
this is not the distribution of the number of observed interactions in MC, that is rep-
resented by the previous curve convoluted with a poisson distribution at every bin.
In Fig. 5.1 the “ideal” distribution and the “observed” distribution of the number of
pileup interactions in MC are shown in blue and red respectively.
The same distinction occurs in data. The real number of interactions is obtained
by means of the instantaneous luminosity measurement and the “observed” pileup
distribution is generated filling a histogram with a poisson distribution whose mean
corresponds to the expected number of interactions and whose magnitude is given
by the integrated luminosity normalized by the lifetime for each lumisection. In
Fig. 5.2 the “true” number of interactions (blue) is compared with the expected
observed number (red) for one of the early 2011 data-taking periods.
The reweighting procedure, applied to adapt the simulated number of vertices
in MC to the data, is based on the assignment to each event of a weight wi, either
greater or lower than 1. The set of weights is derived by normalizing the “observed”
pileup distribution in data and MC and dividing the two distributions bin by bin:
wi =
NDATAi
NMCi
(5.1)
where NDATAi refers to the number of pileup events in the bin i in the data
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of the number of interactions in MC, the “true” one in blue
and the “observed” one in red.
Figure 5.2: Distribution of the number of interactions in data, the “true” one in blue
and the “observed” one in red.
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distribution, and NMCi to the number of pileup events in MC. These weights are then
applied to the simulated events by weighting each event by the weight corresponding
to the number of simulated interactions.
5.2 Event selection
In this section the event selection used in the analysis is described and is developed
in three steps: HLT, electron and jet selection. The HLT selection methods and
paths needed to isolate event topologies of interest for the final state under study
are presented. The final event selection at o✏ine reconstruction level is fully based
on the global event description provided by the particle flow algorithm. The pile-up
subtraction, needed to correct the selection variables, is also discussed.
5.2.1 HLT
Triggering data at LHC is one of the most challenging experimental aspects: during
the whole 2011, trigger menus were changed progressively adapting them to the
higher luminosities delivered by the LHC. To extract the interesting events, a set of
triggers corresponding to the lowest-threshold unprescaled double-electron trigger
available are used. The HLT trigger paths used for the present analysis are:
• HLT Ele17 CaloIdL CaloIsoVL Ele8 CaloIdL CaloIsoVL *
• HLT Ele17 CaloIdT CaloIsoVL TrkIdVL TrkIsoVL
Ele8 CaloIdT CaloIsoVL TrkIdVL TrkIsoVL v*
At the HLT stage the electron candidates are built up requiring a transverse
energy ET above a certain threshold: the leading one must have ET greater than
17 GeV, while the second one has a threshold equal to 8 GeV.
The list of cuts indicated in the trigger names after the energy of the electrons are
additional constraints applied to the leptons in order to keep the rate of registered
events acceptable, due to the heavy contamination from fake candidates. They
represent calorimetry and tracker-based electron identification and isolation criteria.
The used cuts (CaloId, CaloIso, TkId and TkIso) are summarized in Table 5.3.
5.2.2 Electrons
The selection of the analysed events is based on the search of a Z boson, reconstructed
searching for a pair of well-identified and isolated high energy electrons as signature
of its electronic decay, which is easily identifiable.
Electron candidates are built by combining the tracks reconstructed in the tracker
and the energy deposits in ECAL, suitably clustered. As discussed in the previous
chapter, the HLT trigger selection is based on the GSF electrons, but for the final
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Name Selections
CalIdL H/E < 0.15 (0.10)
CalIdL  i⌘i⌘ < 0.014 (0.035)
CalIdT H/E < 0.10 (0.075)
CalIdT  i⌘i⌘ < 0.011 (0.031)
CalIsoVL ECalIso/ET < 0.2 (0.2)
CalIsoVL HCalIso/ET < 0.2 (0.2)
TrkIdVL d⌘ < 0.01 (0.01)
TrkIdVL d  < 0.15 (0.10)
TrkIsoVL TrkIso/ET < 0.2 (0.2)
Table 5.3: Calorimetry and tracker-based electron identification and isolation criteria
applied at the HLT level.
electron reconstruction the PF algorithm is used, as it naturally combines with the
Particle Flow based jet reconstruction to provide mutually independent objects in
a global event description.
Reconstructed electrons are required to have a minimum transverse energy of
20 GeV: this threshold is chosen in order to be adequately far from the HLT energy
thresholds (17 and 8 GeV) avoiding a possible bias. A set of cuts are used to
reduce the misidentification rate for the candidate, and their values are optimized
for di↵erent pseudorapidity ranges:
• (|⌘| < 1.4442): barrel
• (1.566 < |⌘| < 2.4): endcap
• 1.4442 < |⌘| < 1.566: corresponding to the EB-EE transition region, is ex-
cluded due to decreased reconstruction e ciency.
The electron selection is based on the requirement of a 90% e ciency working
point (WP90 cuts - WP loose) [73] made basically by three di↵erent selection blocks:
identification, conversion rejection and isolation observables. The first block is used
to reject particles misidentified as electrons. The alignment between the supercluster
and the associated reconstructed track is required, checking the ⌘ and   variables,
namely the di↵erence between the angular coordinates from these two objects. A
cut on the spread of the shower shape of the electromagnetic particles distributions
along the ⌘ direction is also performed. The last observables considered in order
to discriminate electron from hadrons is the energy ratio between hadronic and
calorimeter deposits.
The second selection block rejects electrons from photon conversion applying a
cut on the inner detector tracks consistent with a photon conversion partner near
the electron, and requiring that each electron track has one hit in the innermost
pixel layer.
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Total # of Events
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Figure 5.3: E↵ects of the steps of the selection over the yield of events.
Considering the last block, electron isolation criteria exploit the full Particle
Flow based event reconstruction, using particles within a cone around the electron
direction of R = 0.3. An isolation cut is defined as
Irel = (Icharged + Iphoton + Ineutral)/p
e
T , (5.2)
where Icharged is the pT sum of all the charged hadrons, Iphoton is the pT sum
of all the photons and Ineutral is the pT sum of all the neutral hadrons in the cone
of interest. The value of the isolation cut is corrected for pile-up contamination as
described later (see par. 5.2.4). All the cuts applied are summarized in Table 5.4.
BARREL ENDCAP
MissingHits  1 1
Dist   0.02 0.02
Dcot   0.02 0.02
 ⌘ < 0.007 0.009
   < 0.8 0.7
 (i⌘i⌘) < 0.01 0.03
H/E < 0.12 0.15
IPURrel < 0.15 0.15
Table 5.4: Rejection conversions, identification and isolation cuts for the WP90
selection.
It is important to control the selections consistency during the data taking pe-
riod, for example to verify that they are not influenced by the changes in the pile-up
conditions. The stability of conditions in the selected data samples used has been
checked by monitoring the measured Z yield normalized to the integrated lumi-
nosity as a function of the run number. Figure 5.4 shows a good stability within
uncertainties over the whole time range.
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(b) Distribution of the uncorrected Z cross sec-
tion per run (Run A).
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(d) Distribution of the uncorrected Z cross sec-
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Figure 5.4: Z boson (e+e  decays) cross section per run as a function of the run
number, without any e ciency correction, during Run A (a and b) and Run B (c
and d). In Run B the average Z boson production cross section is smaller due to
lower HLT e ciency.
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In order to reconstruct the Z boson candidates, the two electrons passing the
mentioned selections with the highest transverse momenta are considered. The
formed pairs must be constituted by opposite charge electrons and their invariant
mass M is required to lie between 71 and 111 GeV.
Table 5.5 presents a summary of the results of the selection discussed before.
Fig. 5.3 summarizes the e↵ects of the selection and represents the intermediate
event yields after each step of the selection.
Cut Data MC signal ww ttbar wz zz WJets
Total # of events 5.4·106 14.9·106 88998 28851 210270 767730 153.1·106
2 e HLT matched 1997972 1898065 1670 1060 1511 8621 14512
e ID 1551086 1544135 1529 948 1179 6777 4652
e not converted 1463410 1465809 1454 902 1117 6490 3713
2 e 1461154 1464059 1360 862 1116 6370 3680
second e pT > 8 GeV 1347192 1328538 1113 690 868 4159 764
first e pT > 17 GeV 1347192 1328538 1113 690 868 4159 764
opposite charge 1328696 1312812 1032 670 854 4098 533
|Mee  MZ | <20 GeV 1246130 1243567 949 614 277 1272 201
  1 jet 196600 201084 68 1309 663 436 66
Total 196900 201084 68 1309 663 436 66
Table 5.5: Number of events selected after the list of cuts. Considering the MC
samples, no scaling factor is applying to correct for data, only luminosity weighting
exploiting the theoretical cross sections reported in Tab. 5.2.
5.2.3 Jets
In order to have a mutually exclusive reconstruction of electrons and jets, particle
candidates reconstructed by the Particle Flow algorithm are clustered after removing
from the particle collection all the electrons passing all the selections (see Sec. 5.2.2)
but the transverse momentum and invariant mass cuts. In this way no fake jet
corresponding to leptons is built, avoiding to erroneously attach to it soft particles
from other jets and the underlying event (see Sec. 3.2.2).
The jets are clustered using the anti-kT algorithm [62] with a resolution param-
eter R = 0.5. In order to ensure the best quality of the tracking information, only
jets with a pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4, i.e. within the silicon tracker acceptance, are
selected. A minimum threshold on the jet transverse momentum of pT > 30 GeV
is required, in order to reduce the contamination from the underlying event to the
final state studied and to ensure a good reconstruction. In order to provide good
jet quality selection and good noise jet rejection, several cuts on the jet composition
are applied: on the number of jet constituents, on the fractions of di↵erent particle
types (neutral and charged hadrons and electromagnetic particles) with respect to
the total number of jet constituents and on the amount of charged particles in the
jet (charged multiplicity). They are reported in Tab. 5.6.
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Neutral Hadron Fraction < 0.99
Neutral Electromagnetic Fraction < 0.99
Number of constituents > 1
Charged Hadron Fraction > 0
Charged Multiplicity > 0
Charged Electromagnetic Fraction < 0.99
Table 5.6: Jet identification criteria used in the analysis.
5.2.4 Pile-up removal
An important phenomenon to consider in the analysis, which can contaminate the
obtained results, is the pile-up, that is generated by overlapping minimum-bias
events coming from the same (in-time pile-up) and the previous (out-of-time pile-
up) bunch crossing, and the underlying event. It is the most problematic e↵ect that
influences the selection e ciency especially in high luminosity conditions. In order
to take into account the high pile-up scenario at LHC, with an average of 10 addi-
tionally vertices (2011 Run), the selection variables that are more sensitive to the
pile-up e↵ect require to be corrected. Considering the jets, this is performed by the
o↵set corrections discussed in the Sec. 3.2.3. For the electrons, the identification and
the conversion rejection variables have really little contamination, while the highest
e↵ect is present in the isolation variable (last line in Table 5.4) that is the result of
the sum of all the contributions in a specific area, considering photons, neutral and
charged hadrons.
Taking into account charged particles reconstructed with the PF algorithm, it
is possible to identify the vertex they are originated from and discard the particles
coming from secondary vertices. It is worth to note that for photons and neutral
hadrons isolation variable this procedure does not work. Hence the corresponding
isolation variable needs a di↵erent pileup correction.
This e↵ect is taken into account using the“RhoFastJet method”[65] by evaluating
an event energy density to the hard interaction activity, as ⇢ = median(pjet/Areajet),
assumed to be a constant in the event. The quantity ⇢ ·Aeff is subtracted from the
photon and the neutral isolation variables, in order to correct the energy deposits
around the electron, as shown in eq. 5.3:
Icorr = (Icharged+max(0, Ineutral ⇢ ·Aeffneutral)+max(0, Iphoton ⇢ ·Aeffphoton))/peT (5.3)
where Icharged, Ineutral and Iphoton represent respectively the sum of the pT of
all the charged hadrons, neutral hadrons and photons in a cone of radius R = 0.3
around the selected electron, and peT is the transverse momentum of the electron.
The values of Aeff used in the correction for di↵erent pseudorapidity regions are
reported in Table 5.7.
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⌘  1  1.479  2.0  2.2  2.3  2.4
photon 0.081 0.084 0.048 0.089 0.092 0.097
neutral hadrons 0.024 0.037 0.037 0.023 0.023 0.021
Table 5.7: Values of Aeff used for the pile-up e↵ect correction.
5.3 Uncorrected distributions
The physical observables presented in this analysis are di↵erential cross sections
measured as a function of:
1. exclusive jet multiplicity;
2. transverse momentum and pseudorapidity of jets, up to the fourth highest pT
jet;
3. HT , defined as the scalar sum of the jet transverse momenta, up to the fourth
highest pT jet, in events with at least N jets (1  N  4).
In this section the uncorrected distributions for those observables are presented,
for events passing the selection criteria described in the previous section. The re-
sults are not deconvolved from the detector e↵ects and no e ciency correction is
applied. A comparison to the predictions from simulation, including both signal
and background estimates (see Sec. 5.1), is provided.
The measurement of the inclusive jet multiplicity distribution is shown in Fig. 5.5.
The agreement between data and Monte Carlo prediction is very good, especially
up to 4 jets, where the theoretical calculation based on the Leading Order matrix
element up to 4 partons ensures an accurate description of the pT structure, and the
collected data statistics is relatively large. In the studied data set up to nine jets
can be observed in an event.
Di↵erential cross sections as for the 4 highest pT jets are shown, as a function of
the pT itself (
d 
dpjetT
) in Fig. 5.6, as a function of ⌘, (d d⌘ ) in Fig. 5.7, and as a function
of HT ,
d 
dHT
, in Fig. 5.8.
In order to reduce the sensitivity of these measurements to external inputs like
the luminosity, the di↵erential cross sections are normalized to the total number of
Z boson events with at least N jets associated, where N represents the number of
jets in the event. In this way the error related to the LHC luminosity measurement
vanishes in the ratio.
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Figure 5.5: Inclusive jet multiplicity distribution (uncorrected distribution).
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(a) leading jet pT distribution. (b) second leading jet pT distribution.
(c) third leading jet pT distribution. (d) fourth leading jet pT distribution.
Figure 5.6: Jet pT (for the 4 highest pT jets) data distribution compared to the MC
prediction (uncorrected distributions).
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(a) leading jet eta distribution. (b) second leading jet eta distribution.
(c) third leading jet eta distribution. (d) fourth leading jet eta distribution.
Figure 5.7: Jet ⌘ (for the 4 highest pT jets) data distribution compared to the MC
prediction (uncorrected distributions).
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(a) HT distribution with at least one jet (b) HT distribution with at least two jets
(c) HT distribution with at least three jets (d) HT distribution with at least four jets
Figure 5.8: Jet HT (for the 4 highest pT jets) data distribution compared to the MC
prediction (uncorrected distributions).
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5.4 E ciency evaluation
In order to get the correct measurement of the Z ! ee + jets di↵erential cross
sections, it is necessary to accurately estimate the detection e ciencies of the decay
products of the Z bosons used for the event selection. The Tag&Probe method [74]
is a data driven procedure based on the selection of a well-known resonance, which
exploits its decay in the pair of particles that are under study. It has been used to
estimate e ciencies both on real data and simulated data in order to extract the
data-to-simulation scale factors. They provide corrections for di↵erences between
data and Monte Carlo, in order to subtract the background considering the Monte
Carlo predictions.
5.4.1 Tag&Probe method
In this particular analysis the invariant mass distribution of the two selected elec-
trons around the Z mass peak is used to extract the signal and background compo-
nents by means of a binned extended Maximum-Likelihood fit. Tight o✏ine selection
criteria are required on one of the two leptons, the tag, and loose cuts are applied
on the other one, the probe.
The signal part of the distribution is modelled on top of the signal Monte Carlo
sample, considering the simulated electrons which are direct decay products of a Z
boson. Such a sample is obtained by matching electron candidates to the Monte
Carlo truth information. The probability density function template taken from the
Monte Carlo signal distribution is then convoluted with a Gaussian function: its
purpose is to take into account statistical fluctuations in the Monte Carlo sample
and possible small di↵erences between the smearing e↵ects of the detector and its
simulation.
The background fraction of the global distribution is modelled by an exponential
function multiplied by an error function describing the kinematic cut-o↵ due to the
binning on the probe lepton transverse momentum.
The two tag and probe electrons are chosen in a random and unbiased way among
the selected Particle Flow candidates that lie in the [60, 120] GeV invariant mass
window. Moreover the tag lepton should be matched to a single electron trigger in
order to minimize the fraction of background events, without introducing any bias.
No unprescaled single-electron trigger paths with a useful pT threshold are available
for the entire 2011 dataset. Therefore cross triggers, characterized by cuts on more
than one physics object with lower thresholds and smaller bias on the loose leg than
double triggers, that require in particular an electron and a raw ECAL SC, are used:
• HLT Ele32 CaloIdL CaloIsoVL SC17
• HLT Ele32 CaloIdT CaloIsoT TrkIdT TrkIsoT SC17.
Two di↵erent distributions are filled when the probe electron passes or fails the
e ciency test. Both the distributions are simultaneously fitted in the [60, 120] GeV
invariant mass window in order to compute the e ciency.
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The overall electron e ciency can be divided into three main contributions asso-
ciated to di↵erent processes: the trigger selection, the reconstruction and the o↵-line
selection. The global e ciency corresponds to the product of the three contributions.
For every step of the whole chain, the e ciency has been measured as a function of
the electron transverse momentum and pseudorapidity, with the following binning
scheme:
• pT (GeV): [20, 30], [30, 40], [40, 50], [50, inf].
• |⌘|: [0, 0.8], [0.8, 1.4442], [1.566, 2.0], [2.0, 2.4]
In the following sections, the measurement of each contribution will be described
separately.
5.4.2 Fitting procedure validation
The fitting procedure has been validated by comparing the fitted e ciencies from
the inclusive Monte Carlo dataset (non Drell-Yan backgrounds included) with the
exact e ciencies obtained by counting the events with simulated electron from a
Z boson decay in the Drell-Yan sample. The result, expressed in terms of ratios
of these two e ciency evaluations and shown in Fig. 5.9, shows a good agreement
between the values obtained through the two methods.
Figure 5.9: Ratio between fitted and exact Monte Carlo e ciencies.
5.4.3 HLT e ciency
The asymmetric cross trigger paths used to select the events have a very similar
structure, thus their e ciency (✏HLT ) has been measured at the same time. The
electron trigger paths are built in such a way for every event to contain at least
one electron satisfying a set of tight isolation and identification requirements and at
least one electron satisfying a set of loose requirements.
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The e ciency of the tight leg of the electron trigger ✏tight is evaluated as a
function of the electron ⌘ and pT . The small fraction of electrons that are tagged as
loose trigger legs but not as tight ones (✏loose!tight) is estimated. The overall trigger
e ciency is computed as follows:
✏HLT = ✏tight(pT (1), ⌘(1)) ⇤ ✏tight(pT (2), ⌘(2))
+ ✏tight(pT (1), ⌘(1)) ⇤ ✏loose!tight(pT (2), ⌘(2))
+ ✏loose!tight(pT (1), ⌘(1)) ⇤ ✏tight(pT (2), ⌘(2)),
(5.4)
where pT (i) and ⌘(i) are respectively the transverse momentum and pseudora-
pidity of the electron i.
5.4.4 Reconstruction e ciency
The reconstruction e ciency (✏RECO) has been measured over a set of probes chosen
in such a way to introduce the least possible bias into the e ciency measurement
itself. The probes are randomly selected among the collection of ECAL SCs in
the acceptance with ET > 20 GeV. Since no single-electron unprescaled trigger
is available for the whole analysed data taking period, a cross trigger with the
loosest possible criteria over the second leg, corresponding to an ECAL SC with
ET > 17 GeV, and with the tag electron matched to the tight leg of this trigger is
used in order to avoid biases in the probe sample.
The reconstruction e ciency for every event is then computed as follows:
✏RECO = ✏RECO(pT (1), ⌘(1)) ⇤ ✏RECO(pT (2), ⌘(2)). (5.5)
5.4.5 Selection e ciency
The o✏ine selection e ciency (✏WP90) is evaluated with a procedure similar to the
previous ones. The probe electrons are chosen among the standard reconstructed
electrons with pT > 20 GeV in ECAL acceptance. The o✏ine selection e ciency for
every event is computed with the same formula as for the reconstruction e ciency:
✏WP90 = ✏WP90(pT (1), ⌘(1)) ⇤ ✏WP90(pT (2), ⌘(2)) (5.6)
5.4.6 Final e ciencies
The product of each part (HLT, RECO, WP90) contributes to the global e ciency
as a weight assigned to each event as a function of the selected electron pair ⌘ and
pT :
✏global(pT (1), ⌘(1), pT (2), ⌘(2)) = ✏HLT ⇤ ✏RECO ⇤ ✏WP90 (5.7)
The global e ciencies for electrons have been measured both on the data and
on the inclusive MC sample and are shown in Fig. 5.10.
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(a) data (b) MC
Figure 5.10: The global e ciencies for electrons, calculated as a function of electron
⌘ and pT , for MC and data.
5.4.7 Scaling factors and background removal
The comparison between data and simulation e ciencies allows to derive scaling
factors needed to correct the simulated samples in order for them to be consistent
with data. Thanks to these corrections it is possible to use the Monte Carlo predic-
tions to subtract the background processes contribution to the event yield for the
cross section measurement. These scaling factors are defined as follows:
wdata/MC(pT (1), ⌘(1), pT (2), ⌘(2)) =
✏DATAglobal (pT (1), ⌘(1), pT (2), ⌘(2))
✏MCglobal(pT (1), ⌘(1), pT (2), ⌘(2))
(5.8)
The contamination from backgrounds in the Z+jets sample is small and has both
a resonant (WZ, ZZ) and a non resonant (tt¯, WW , non peaking Drell-Yan, QCD)
component. Both the contributions are subtracted from the data yield exploiting
the pure Monte Carlo prediction. The subtraction procedure is performed scaling
the number of background events to the data integrated luminosity by means of the
corresponding cross section for each background process. The cross section values
of each considered process can be found in the Table 5.2. Finally, the corresponding
number of background events from the rescaled Monte Carlo sample is subtracted
from every bin of the studied observables.
5.5 Unfolding
In order to compare the results with any theoretical prediction for the measured
observables, the distributions presented in Sec. 5.3 are corrected for the e ciencies
discussed in Sec. 5.4 and for experimental resolution e↵ects. This is done using well
known unfolding techniques, allowing to obtain distributions at particle level that
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reflect the event configuration before the interaction with the detector. The exploited
methods are based on the two most robust mathematical algorithms available:
1. The first method is based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the
response matrix [75] exploiting a linear regularization algorithm through a pa-
rameter kSVD.
The SVD of a real matrix is given by its factorization in the form A = U ·S ·V T
where U and V are orthogonal matrices and S is a diagonal matrix with non-
negative diagonal elements. If the vector x represents the true distribution
values and Aˆ is the response matrix that describes the detector e↵ects, the
measured distribution values y can be expressed as y = Aˆ ·x. In order to trace
back to the particle level distribution, the inversion of the matrix is required.
Using the SVD method this step is reduced to the solution of a system of linear
equation with Aˆ 1 = V · S 1 · UT .
The important problem concerning the stability of the solutions arises in real
situations dealing with measurements and their uncertainties. The exact solu-
tions usually lead to rapidly oscillating distributions and this oscillatory com-
ponent should be suppressed exploiting the a-priori knowledge of the solutions:
they should be smooth with small bin-to-bin variation. This regularization
procedure is performed using a smooth cut-o↵ on singular value contributions
(s2i ! s2i /(s2i +s2k), where the k-th singular value, defining the cut-o↵, is chosen
evaluating the oscillation of the solutions).
2. The Bayesian method is based on the Bayes theorem [76]. If the true gen-
erated variable values are called cause Ci (i = 1, ..., nC) and the observed
variable values e↵ect Ej (j = 1, ..., nE), thus the probability P (Ej|Ci) that
having a certain generated value Ci , the observed one will be Ej is known
as the migration matrix. Exploiting the Bayes’ theorem, it is possible to cal-
culate the conditional probability P (Ci|Ej), called smearing matrix, that an
observed value Ej is obtained starting from a generated one Ci, using a certain
hypothesis P0(Ci) for the true distribution. The smearing matrix is expressed
as in the following:
P (Ci|Ej) = P (Ej|Ci)P0(Ci)PnC
k=1 P (Ej|Ck)P0(Ck)
. (5.9)
If n(Ej) events with e↵ect Ej are observed, the expected number of events
associated to each cause is nˆ(Ci) = n(Ej)P (Ci|Ej). The estimated true distri-
bution will be Pˆ (Ci) = nˆ(Ci)/
PnC
k=1 nˆ(Ck). Since this is an iterative method,
the estimated value Pˆ (Ci) is used as new hypothesis for the true distribution,
substituting P0(Ci).
This method is also dependent on a regularization parameter that represents
the number of the iterations, because truncating them, the e↵ects of statistical
fluctuations are removed.
Both methods are used to cross check the results and to estimate a systematic
error of the procedure. They are both implemented by the RooUnfold package [77].
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In both methods, a response matrix describing the changes in each bin of a
distribution when moving from the detector level (corrected for the various e cien-
cies) to the original particle one is computed using the Monte Carlo simulation.
Reconstructed level objects are associated to the corresponding particles at event
generator level, accounting for any possible smearing induced by detector resolution
e↵ects. This matrix is applied to real data, corrected for the e ciencies, obtaining
in this way the unfolded data distributions. The details of the validation procedure
adopted and of the results of the closure tests performed are described in par. 5.5.2.
A crucial point of this procedure is the selection of the best value of the regu-
larization parameter k, both for SVD and Bayesian algorithm. For this reason the
dependency of the unfolded results on varying the parameter kSV D/Bayes 2 [1, nbins]
is determined. The optimal value is selected by finding the largest value up to which
the errors associated to the unfolding procedure remain small (compared to the sta-
tistical ones) and stable: small values would bias the unfolding result towards the
MC truth input, while a too-large value would give a result that is dominated by
un-physically enhanced statistical fluctuations [75].
In order to perform the unfolding procedure, a definition of electrons and jet
objects at the generator level (genJets) is needed. In Sec. 3.2.2 the genJets strategy
reconstruction is described: to account for the QED final state radiation (FSR) at
generator level, the generated electron object is composed by the bare electron and
all the photons in a cone around it and the selected objects are removed from the
particle collection used for the genJets clusterization.
5.5.1 Response matrix calculation
Generated jets are considered only if they satisfy the following requirements:
• only generated jets with a transverse momentum pjetT > 30 GeV/c are consid-
ered, within |⌘|  2.4.
• Jet charge multiplicity   1, i.e. at least a charged track with pT   250 MeV.
To evaluate the migration e↵ect (including over/underflows), the response matrix
used in the unfolding has been filled with jets passing less tight selections (pjetT >
15 GeV/c and ⌘  2.5). Some examples of the results of the unfolding procedure
for both the methods used are shown in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12.
No unfolding is applied to correct jet ⌘ distributions: the e↵ect was almost
negligible (thus the matrix response is diagonal), given the very small uncertainty
in the ⌘ measurement.
5.5.2 Validation of unfolding method
In order to demonstrate that the unfolding algorithm does not introduce any addi-
tional bias, three di↵erent tests have been carried out:
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Figure 5.11: Unfolding of the jet multiplicity distribution with the SVD method.
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Figure 5.12: Unfolding of the jet multiplicity distribution with the Bayesian method.
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1. The response matrix is applied to the same MC (Madgraph Z2) used to built
the matrix itself. While doing this, it is expected to obtain again the MC truth
distribution and the ratio unfolded result over MC truth exactly equal to 1.
This test can be seen in Fig. 5.13a and Fig. 5.13d done respectively with SVD
and Bayesian methods for the di↵erential cross sections as a function of the
jet multiplicity.
2. MC sample used above is splitted into two subsamples of di↵erent size, one
(subsample A) having an e↵ective integrated luminosity approximately equal
to the 2011 integrated luminosity 5 fb 1 and one (subsample B) obtained from
the remaining part. Then, the matrix response calculated from subsample
A is applied to unfold the subsample B. In Fig. 5.13b and Fig. 5.13e good
agreement between the unfolding and the truth MC is shown.
3. In the last test, the unfolding procedure is applied to the distribution obtained
from a signal Monte Carlo that is not identical to the one used to derive
the response matrix (Pythia 6). This test produced a very good agreement
between unfolded and truth distribution, showing no explicit dependence on
the type of MC used for the unfolding (Fig. 5.13c and Fig. 5.13f).
Each test is made by varying the k regularization parameter from 1 to the maxi-
mum number of bins. All tests are computed for both Bayesian and SVD algorithm,
in order to additionally test the consistency of the di↵erent approaches. All tests
done show that the unfolding procedure is consistent with our expectations, and
that the two di↵erent statistically approaches lead us to compatible results.
5.6 Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties considered in the evaluation of the studied observables
are essentially caused by four di↵erent sources:
- jet energy corrections (JEC);
- unfolding procedure;
- pile-up subtraction;
- e ciency correction and background subtraction.
The first kind of uncertainties are related to the jet energy reconstruction. As
explained in Sec. 3.2.3, the energy of the reconstructed jets can di↵er from the true
energy of its constituents due to several di↵erent factors, such as the non-uniformity
and non-linearity of the response of the detector in pseudorapidity and momentum
in the energy reconstruction or the pile up subtraction.
Each contribution is evaluated singularly as explained in [64] and the overall
e↵ect is calculated by adding in quadrature the individual contributions. The sys-
tematic e↵ect due to the correction of the jet energy is estimated by comparing the
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Figure 5.13: Closure test for the unfolding of the jet multiplicity distribution.
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distributions obtained using the standard JEC and the ones resulting by the appli-
cation of the JEC modified by their uncertainty. The size of the variation depends
on the ⌘ and pT of the jet itself as shown in Fig. 5.14. The JEC are the greatest
source of systematics error in this analysis and in Fig. 5.15 the contribution of the
JEC uncertainties on some of the studied observables is shown.
Figure 5.14: The JEC uncertainties as a function of ⌘ (left) and pT (right) of the jet
itself are reported, showing both the total e↵ect and the single contributions.
The systematic uncertainty associated to the unfolding procedure is given by
di↵erent contributions. The first one is related to the sensitivity of the response
matrix to the choice of the model used to generated the Monte Carlo events. This
dependence can be estimated comparing the resulting unfolded distribution got using
the response matrix based on MadGraph and the one based on the pure Pythia6.
The relevance of this contribution is very small as seen in the distributions shown
in Figs. 5.13c and 5.13f.
A contribution to the total unfolding uncertainty is also given by the choice of
the normalization parameter used in the algorithm.
The most relevant contribution is related to the choice of the unfolding algorithm
and it is evaluated comparing the results obtained with the SVD and the Bayesian
methods. In Fig. 5.16 the systematic uncertainties caused by the unfolding proce-
dure are shown for some of the analysed observables.
Another e↵ect to take into account considering the systematic uncertainty is re-
lated to the pile-up subtraction. Its e↵ect is evaluated calculating the di↵erences
between the distributions obtained modifying by ±8% the Minimum-Bias cross sec-
tion used to reweight the samples for the pile-up. Some example of the uncertainty
values obtained for some of the considered observables are reported in Fig. 5.17.
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Figure 5.15: JEC uncertainties for some of the studied observables.
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Figure 5.16: Unfolding uncertainties for some of the studied observables.
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Figure 5.17: Pile-up uncertainties for some of the studied observables.
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Finally, the last contributions to the systematics uncertainties are given by the
application of the e ciency corrections and the background subtraction process. The
e ciency factors are calculated with an associated error and, as for the jet energy
correction, this uncertainty must be propagated to the interesting observables. In
order to estimate the systematics, the distribution are corrected with two di↵erent
sets of e ciencies obtained by adding and subtracting the statistical error from the
fits and the final results are compared. In Fig. 5.18 the uncertainties related to the
e ciency corrections are shown for some distributions.
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Figure 5.18: E ciency uncertainties for some of the studied observables.
The background subtraction e↵ect has the smallest impact on the overall sys-
tematics uncertainty and can be divided in two di↵erent contributions. The first
one comes from the cross sections used to rescale the background samples. The
impact of this source of error is straightforwardly obtained from the theoretical er-
rors associated to the corresponding cross sections. Taking into account the worst
possible scenario, all the cross sections are increased and decreased simultaneously,
as reported in Tab. 5.8. The results are compared with Monte Carlo distributions
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process ttbar W WW WZ ZZ
  165 31314 43.0 18.2 5.90
 scaleUp 175 32872 44.5 18.9 6.05
 scaleDown 155 29756 41.5 17.5 5.75
Table 5.8: Cross sections used to scale the background. The standard values used
in the analysis are listed in the first row; in the second and the third the   used to
calculate the systematics concerning the evaluation of the background are shown.
All the values are expressed in pb.
obtained with the standard values in order to evaluate the related uncertainty. The
impact of this systematics on some of the studied observables is reported in Fig. 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: Background uncertainties for some of the studied observables.
The second component is due to the fact that the e ciencies used to correct
the event yields, both for data and MC, are subjected to a di↵erent background
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subtraction technique. In the first case a fit procedure is applied, while in the second
the information given by the Monte Carlo truth are exploited. The relevance of this
source of systematics is estimated by comparing the e ciency obtained by applying
the fit procedure on a Monte Carlo sample and the corresponding exact e ciency
from the Monte Carlo truth information. This contribution is totally negligible as
seen in Fig. 5.9.
The detailed breakdown of the uncertainties on the measured distributions is
presented in Table 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. The total error is calculated by adding in
quadrature all the listed components.
Table 5.9: Source of systematics errors on the di↵erential cross sections as a function
of the jet multiplicity and pT , up to the four most energetic jet (in percentage).
Systematic source [%] d dN
d 
dpT
1st jet d dpT 2nd jet
d 
dpT
3rd jet d dpT 4th jet
Unfolding 0.9 - 12 0.3 - 11.5 0.15 - 4.8 0.2 - 6.6 >0.1 - 5.6
E ciency 1.2 - 1.5 0.9 - 1.6 1.2 - 1.6 1.0 - 1.5 1.1 - 1.5
JEC 1 - 11 3.2 - 17 3 - 17 5.8 - 13 9 - 15
PU 0.5 - 0.7 0.1 - 4 0.1 - 1 0.1 - 1 0.1 - 1
Bkg XSec 0.03 - 1.2 0.08 - 0.3 0.2 - 0.5 0.4 - 1.0 0.7 - 1.7
Total 2.1 - 16.4 4.6 - 17 6.2 - 17 6.7 - 15 10 - 16
Table 5.10: Source of systematics errors on the di↵erential cross sections as a function
of HT , up to the four most energetic jet (in percentage).
Systematic source [%] d dHT 1st jet
d 
dHT
2nd jet d dHT 3rd jet
d 
dHT
4th jet
Unfolding 2 - 9 3 - 13 4 - 14 6 - 30
E ciency 1.0 - 1.5 1.0 - 1.5 1.1 - 1.5 1.1 - 1.5
JEC 5 - 14.8 4 - 21 7 - 16 14 - 18
PU 0.1 - 2 0.1 - 2 0.2 - 1 0.1 - 0.7
Bkg XSec 0.1 - 0.5 0.1 - 0.6 0.3 - 0.7 0.6 - 1.0
Total 5.6 - 20 10 - 33 10 - 18 14 - 38
5.7 Results
In this section the distributions of the measured observables, corrected for e ciencies
and detector e↵ects, are presented. Jets and electrons are defined in the geometrical
acceptance as described in the previous sections. All the results are compared to
theoretical distributions obtained with the analysis independent Rivet [78] tool at
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Table 5.11: Source of systematics errors on the di↵erential cross sections as a function
of ⌘, up to the four most energetic jet (in percentage).
Systematic source [%] d d⌘ 1st jet
d 
d⌘ 2nd jet
d 
d⌘ 3rd jet
d 
d⌘ 4th jet
E ciency 1.4 - 1.5 1.3 - 1.5 1.3 - 1.4 1.1 - 1.5
JEC 3.4 - 7.7 6 - 9.5 7.7 - 12.5 11.7 - 17
PU 0.1 - 0.6 0.1 - 0.5 0.1 - 1 0.1 - 1.5
Bkg XSec 0.05 - 0.09 0.2 - 0.3 0.4 - 0.6 0.6 - 1.0
Total 3.7 - 8 6 - 10 8 - 13 12 - 17
particle level: theory results are computed with the MadGraph [30] plus Pythia6 [31]
and Sherpa [38] generator setups. The overall cross section has been rescaled to the
NNLO prediction available [21]. Theoretical uncertainties on these predictions have
been evaluated by varying consistently the factorization and normalization scale by
a factor of 2 in both directions, and by testing the changes induced by alterna-
tive choices of PDF (for Madgraph the basic choice is CTEQ6L1, for Sherpa it is
CT10 [79], while in both cases the considered alternatives are MSTW2008lo68cl [80]
and NNPDF21 [81]).
5.7.1 Jet multiplicity
In Fig. 5.20 the measured cross section as a function of the exclusive jet multiplicity,
for Z decaying into electrons, is shown. Up to 6 jets in the final state are considered.
The data are normalized to the total Z ! ee + jets cross section, and in the plots
are reported also the statistic and the total (statistic + systematic) error, after
the unfolding procedure described in the previous section. The trend of the jet
multiplicity represents the expectation of the pQCD prediction for an exponential
decay with the number of jets.
5.7.2 Di↵erential cross sections
The jet di↵erential cross section d dpT for the 4 highest pT jets in the event is presented
in Fig. 5.21, in events with at least one jet in the final state. The cross sections
are normalized to the cross section for production of Z decays with at least 1 jet,
measured in the same kinematic region for electrons and consistent with the results
in Sec. 5.2, with the aim of cancelling systematic uncertainties related to electron
identification and luminosity. Total and statistic only uncertainties are included.
Jet di↵erential cross sections as a function of the pseudorapidity of the jets, until
the fourth one in pT ranking, are presented in Fig. 5.22 for unfolded distributions in
the acceptance region defined in Sec. 5.2. Jet di↵erential cross sections as a function
of HT for di↵erent jet multiplicities are also presented in Fig. 5.23. Again both the
total error and the statistic one are reported.
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Figure 5.20: Inclusive jet multiplicity distribution.
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(a) leading jet pT distribution (b) second leading jet pT distribution
(c) third leading jet pT distribution (d) fourth leading jet pT distribution
Figure 5.21: Unfolded di↵erential cross sections d dpT as a function of pT , for the four
highest pT jets, including systematic and statistical uncertainties.
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(a) leading jet eta distribution (b) second leading jet eta distribution
(c) third leading jet eta distribution (d) fourth leading jet eta distribution
Figure 5.22: Unfolded di↵erential cross sections d d⌘ as a function of ⌘, for the four
highest pT jets, including systematic and statistical uncertainties.
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(a) HT distribution with at least one jet (b) HT distribution with at least two jets
(c) HT distribution with at least three jets (d) HT distribution with at least four jets
Figure 5.23: Unfolded di↵erential cross sections d dHT as a function of HT , for the four
highest pT jets, for di↵erent jet multiplicities, including systematic and statistical
uncertainties.
Conclusions
The 2011 year was characterized by interesting physics results for the LHC and for
the CMS experiment, that managed to collect about 5 fb 1 of data, due to the
good performance of the accelerator. The instantaneous luminosity provided by the
LHC increased very fast, from 1032 to more than 5 · 1033 cm 2s 1. At the same
time, the pileup also increased from few events on average in early 2011 to about
more than ten events at the end of the 2011 data taking, requiring a special e↵ort in
order to rapidly adapt both trigger and reconstruction to the changes of the collision
conditions. CMS was able to carry out many of its physics goals, concerning Higgs
and new physics searches as well as SM measurements.
In this thesis the measurement of the di↵erential cross sections of Z boson and
jets associated production, considering the electronic decay of the vector boson, is
presented. They are studied as a function of di↵erent jet properties, as multiplicity,
transverse momentum, pseudorapidity and sum of the transverse momentum of the
jets in the event, called HT . The jet multiplicity and transverse momentum can give
directly information about the ability of the ME and PS in the description of the
jet production and evolution. The pseudorapidity is the most sensitive variable to
the influence of the choice of PDF. Finally, HT is an interesting observable since it
is exploited in the selection of multijet events in searches. Moreover this is the first
time HT is measured at LHC.
In order to perform the most precise and accurate measurement as possible, a
careful study of the best choice of the event components reconstruction is performed.
In the CMS framework two di↵erent algorithms are exploited for the electron recon-
struction. A dedicated study on their performance is carried out, showing similar
results for both methods. On the basis of this evaluation and in order to obtain a
consistent description of the whole event, a full PF-based reconstruction is used in
this thesis.
The jets represent the other main character of this work. Exploiting the PF-based
reconstruction, it is possible to discard the contamination of electrons originated by
the Z boson decay from the hadronic jets in a simple way, without the removal of
additional particles as the one applied in previous similar analysis.
After the choice of the objects to analyse, the selection of the interesting events is
carried out applying a list of simple cuts involving kinematic and quality properties:
two energetic, isolated and well-identified electrons together with hadronic jets are
required.
The results are corrected for experimental e ciencies, resolutions and estimated
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backgrounds. A detailed evaluation of the systematic uncertainties is presented.
The main contribution to these systematics is caused by the jet energy corrections,
needed to take care of pile-up e↵ects, non-uniformities and linearities in detector
response and remaining di↵erences in data and simulation.
The final distributions are compared to perturbative QCD predictions obtained
with di↵erent generators at leading order: in the configuration used in the analysis
MadGraph+Pythia6 is associated to a leading order parton density function and
Sherpa to a next-to-leading order PDF. To evaluate the theoretical uncertainties,
two elements are considered: the normalization and factorization scale are modified
by a factor 2 and in order to calculate the contribution of the PDF, the results
obtained with two di↵erent distribution functions are taken into account.
In general, the leading-order calculations reproduce well the shape of the distribu-
tions, but they su↵er of great scale uncertainty with respect to the errors associated
to the measured results. MadGraph+Pythia6 describes better the data than Sherpa
due to the bigger shift in the normalization of the distributions. In the di↵erential
cross sections as a function of the pseudorapidity larger discrepancies are observed
with respect to the other results. They are strongly influenced by the choice of the
PDFs, that, as said before, are di↵erent in the standard configuration of the two
generators. However, an overall good agreement is globally found on all the mea-
sured distributions, considering the large uncertainties on the predictions due to the
choice of the parton density functions and the scale of the interaction.
For future developments a significant contribution will be given by the com-
parison of the results with theoretical predictions at next-to-leading order. It will
represent a considerable improvement, in particular for the uncertainties associated
to the interaction scale that will decrease considerably. Also the analysis update
with the 8 TeV data, available with a greater statistics, will be an interesting devel-
opment in order to reduce the associated errors and put more stringent constraints
to the predictions.
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